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ABSTRACT 
 
Knowledge translation is a process and strategy that seeks to better connect 
knowledge producers with knowledge users by involving the latter in the research 
process.  This research explored the role knowledge translation could play in 
improving the communication between those who conduct nanoscale science and 
engineering (NSE) research and those agriculture stakeholders who may ultimately 
use some of the resulting applications.  
To accomplish this, I interviewed 20 scientists involved with NSE research 
from across Cornell to establish the varying understandings and applications of NSE, 
how scientists define risk in NSE, and what they think the public should know about 
NSE. I used the results from these interviews to generate a brochure on what NSE is 
and how it might relate to agriculture. To incorporate knowledge translation 
philosophy into the research, I then interviewed 17 agricultural stakeholders to discern 
their knowledge of and interest in NSE, identify their agricultural problems and 
understand their view of emerging technologies. Their input on the brochure content, 
layout and design was instrumental in appropriately contextualizing the brochure so it 
would be of use to the stakeholder audience. Finally, I used the combination of the 
interviews with the scientists and the stakeholders to understand the various 
perspectives on and perceptions of NSE and gain insight on how to communicate 
about an emerging technology. These results enabled me to identify challenges for 
future knowledge translation work and determine how (and if) scientists and 
stakeholders can more effectively share their knowledge.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Nanoscience and nanotechnology are to many the latest hi-tech buzzwords. 
They have garnered billions of dollars in funding (NNI, 2006) and have made 
promises to revolutionize everything from electronics, to environmental remediation 
efforts, to cancer treatment (Barker et al., 2005; NNI, 2004, 2006; Roco & Bainbridge, 
2005; Scott, 2005; Scott & Chen, 2003; Stix, 2001; Whitesides, 2001; Whitesides & 
Love, 2001; Wiesner, 2006). Though much emphasis has been placed on electronics 
and medicine, the potential for nanoscale science and engineering (NSE) to affect 
agriculture is huge (Joseph & Morrison, 2006; Scott, 2005, 2006; Scott & Chen, 
2003). The stakeholder groups who are most likely to be affected by NSE as it brings 
new technologies to farms, animal husbandry, food production, storage and 
distribution, however, are largely unaware of what nanotechnology is, why it is 
relevant to them, how it might affect them, and what role they might play in shaping 
research or policy.  
On the other end of the spectrum, scientists involved with the myriad spheres 
of NSE research have mixed feelings on whether and how to educate and involve the 
public in NSE research and policy (PPNW, 2006). Historically, most science and risk 
communication efforts have operated on a deficit, one-way model of communication 
(Gurabardhi, Gutteling, & Kuttschreuter, 2004; Juanillo & Scherer, 1995; Lewenstein 
& Broussard, 2006; McComas, 2004). Essentially, scientists or experts tell the public 
what they think the public should know. Recent research shows that more 
participatory models need to supplement his unidirectional method of communication 
if the outreach goals are to be achieved. These goals often include building capacity in  
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the public, helping them make informed choices, allowing both scientists and 
stakeholders to think critically about the motivations for and impacts of their research, 
avoiding  previously unconsidered risks, and thinking about consequences other than 
toxicological ones (Irwin & Wynne, 2004; Lewenstein & Broussard, 2006; 
Macnaghten, Kearnes, & Wynne, 2005; Slovic, Peters, Finucane, & MacGregor, 
2005).  
Though the literature argues for more engaged forms of communication, 
several factors complicate this kind of outreach. First, scientists often feel that they are 
“not good” at communicating. Second, outreach efforts tend to focus primarily on the 
K-12 population as opposed to stakeholder or adult populations. Third, doubts exist 
about the ability of the public to understand or contribute to the science. Often, if 
stakeholders are involved, it is only at the end of the research process. Though these 
doubts may be justifiable, a growing body of literature emphasizes the value that end 
users can bring to the research process. For example, Epstein (1996) chronicled the 
significant role those with HIV and AIDS were able to play in the shaping of AIDS 
research and policy. Irwin & Wynne (2004) also highlighted the significant insight 
sheep farmers had into chemical levels post-Chernobyl despite their “nonexpert” 
status. The results of these and other studies suggest that a more participatory model of 
research and outreach is required to increase the likelihood that this local knowledge is 
tapped. By incorporating such knowledge, this line of research suggests that the 
benefits and risks of science and technology might be distributed more equitably, that 
the research process proceeds ethically, and that the results of the research will be 
useful. 
A process and philosophy known as knowledge translation shows promise in 
helping to achieve these goals of stakeholder involvement and capacity building. 
Knowledge translation, like other forms of public engagement, seeks to increase the  
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presence and influence of the public. Specifically, knowledge translation’s goal is to 
increase uptake of research by connecting knowledge users to knowledge producers 
early in the research process as possible and to continue those partnerships throughout 
the research cycle (CIHR, 2003; NCDDR, 2005). Knowledge translation is motivated 
in large part by desire to close the “know-do gap” – or the difference between what 
research has discovered and what has been translated into beneficial applications for 
society (Pablos-Mendez, Chunharas, Lansang, Shademani, & Tugwell, 2005). Many 
factors contribute to this gap, including the difficulty of commercializing a product, 
expensive trials, and lengthy regulatory processes (Humes, 2005).  
One additional reason for the gap could also be the lack of stakeholder 
involvement at any point in the research process. Research that is disconnected from 
stakeholders is often unable to serve them, consider their needs and concerns, or 
evaluate the impact of the research or application in the stakeholders' context. The 
cumulative effect of this disconnect, in some cases, is wasted research, time and 
money because the end product is not useful. 
Involving stakeholders throughout the research process is a bold goal, not only 
for what it seeks to accomplish but also the effort involved in achieving such a goal. 
Knowledge translation proponents seek to help ensure that the time, money and effort 
funneled into research is as likely as possible to result in a development that will be 
beneficial to and appropriate for the stakeholder groups. One of the assumptions of 
knowledge translation is that stakeholders have something to provide to the research 
process that researchers alone could not contribute. In some settings, this assumption 
may be unfounded. Indeed, one of the goals of this research project is to identify the 
role knowledge translation can play for connecting those who conduct NSE research 
with those who use it. Part of that analysis involves identifying what, if any, role 
agricultural stakeholders can play in NSE research.   
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The next component is identifying which knowledge translation activities will 
be useful and which will be a waste of time. Knowledge translation efforts are costly 
and time-intensive. These costs necessitate that knowledge translation activities be 
carefully considered. Though expensive, the benefits well-coordinated and appropriate 
efforts may be able to bring in terms of knowing what factors are likely to enhance 
adoption of research, helping applications proceed sustainably, considering a spectrum 
of risks, and increasing usability of communication materials could be invaluable.  
Terminology 
  In the chapters that follow, I will examine the attitudes of two groups: 
“scientists” and “agricultural stakeholders.” This distinction is somewhat artificial as 
many scientists can also be stakeholders and a number of the agricultural stakeholders 
are, in fact, scientists. What these labels aim to represent, however, is the distinction 
between those conducting the NSE research and those using the research and 
applications.  The term scientist refers to the 20 scientists interviewed for their work 
on NSE. The term agricultural stakeholder refers to the 17 individuals I interviewed 
who are Cornell faculty with extension appointments, College of Agriculture and Life 
Sciences faculty, Cornell Cooperative Extension educators, and Cornell Cooperative 
Extension administrators. In the literature review, stakeholder and end user will be 
interchangeable and when stakeholders are specific to this project, I will refer to them 
as agricultural stakeholders.  
Identifying stakeholders for NSE and agriculture research is a complex 
process, as they can be involved in many different ways with the research applications 
and communications. The term stakeholder in this thesis is deliberately broad. It 
serves to identify stakeholders in the process of making the brochure. It also represents 
those who will ultimately use the applications that NSE research generates. Finally,  
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some stakeholders may serve as intermediaries in the process. Nonetheless, I would 
argue that each of these groups has an interest in the process and that this general term 
still fits them. These stakeholder groups represent different degrees of involvement, 
but this thesis does not seek to distinguish among these. 
  The other important note on terminology is the use of public. The term will 
appear largely in Chapter 2 in terms of public engagement and in Chapter 4 as 
scientists discuss what “the public” should know. It is critical to note that the scientists 
are discussing a broad, amorphous public. They are not referring to a specific  
stakeholder group – agricultural or otherwise. In other words, though the stakeholder 
group I have selected for this project is an agricultural one, during the interviews with 
the scientists I asked them only about the public in general. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Towards Two-way Communication 
Two questions tend to dog both risk communicators and public engagement 
researchers interested in science and emerging technology. First, how can information 
and knowledge surrounding a particular scientific issue most effectively be 
communicated among—as well as further developed by—individuals and groups who 
possess different bases of knowledge? Secondly, as members of a democratic society, 
how can we achieve the four goals of (1) ensuring that scientific research is effectively 
and ethically produced and applied, (2) creating an increasingly informed citizenry, (3) 
providing a mechanism for incorporating valuable input and knowledge from 
stakeholder groups, (4) and allowing science to progress without being unnecessarily 
hindered? In working to answer these questions, deeper issues such as what constitutes 
valuable knowledge and what roles there are for stakeholders in the research process 
emerge. I will address these considerations in Chapter 5.  
Translating knowledge between scientific and lay groups for an emerging 
science and technology such as NSE is tricky as the line between myth and reality 
with NSE is blurry at best (Stix, 2001). In other words, much of what NSE promises is 
in the distant future. Predicting what advances, applications, and risks will materialize 
and what will remain as hype is nearly impossible at this time. The communication 
challenge here intersects risk communication, public participation and science 
communication: How does one create two-way communication about an emerging 
technology that may greatly impact certain stakeholders, in this particular case those 
affiliated with agriculture, when the stakeholders are largely unaware of developments  
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and the potential applications are still just that - potential? This question guides the 
remainder of the thesis, and I will return to it specifically in Chapter 5.  
The motivation for two-way communication springs from problems of one-
way communication, an interest in achieving democratic ideals, and the ethics of 
publicly funded research. The unidirectional nature of much science and risk 
communication has been criticized (McComas, 2004; Renn, 2004).  Landry, Lamari, 
& Amara (2001) suggested that simply receiving information is not an assurance that 
it will be used. Second, many of the goals of having two-way communication relate to 
ideals of a democratic society. To the extent that the United States is based on voters 
making informed decisions about issues pertaining to their lives (Yankelovich, 1991), 
then considering what responsibility researchers have in communicating about their 
work to aid that capacity is important (NSB, 2000).  The third motivation for two-way 
communication reflects the ethics and responsibility of publicly-funded research. To 
what extent should research funded by the public go back to serve and help that public 
that funded it?  If part of the mission of publicly funded research is that it benefits the 
public, then consulting with the public and ensuring that the research is meeting their 
needs is an important aspect of the research process. In other words, both expert and 
lay communities can possess valuable knowledge in terms of potential applications 
and long term implications. Working with the end user or stakeholder may provide a 
valuable reality check to see whether the intended technology will be useful, fair, and 
ethical.  
Knowledge Translation 
To successfully involve stakeholders and work on this integrative use of 
knowledge, a framework for two-way communication is required. Knowledge 
translation is a model that the Canadian Institute for Health Research (CIHR) has  
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largely applied to health issues (see Figure 1 below).  Knowledge translation, as CIHR 
defined it, is a model for a process of research that involves the end user as early as 
and as long as possible to make sure that the research is effectively shaped, applied, 
and communicated (CIHR, 2003, 2005).  
 
KT 1: Defining research questions and methodologies;  
KT 2: Conducting research (as in the case of participatory research);  
KT 3: Publishing research findings in plain language and accessible formats;  
KT 4: Placing research findings into the context of other knowledge and socio-cultural norms;  
KT 5: Making decisions and taking action informed by research findings; and  
KT 6: Influencing subsequent rounds of research based on the impacts of knowledge use. 
Figure 1. Knowledge Translation (KT) within the Research Cycle (CIHR, 2005) 
 
Knowledge translation encompasses all steps between the creation of new knowledge 
and its application with the intent of yielding more beneficial outcomes for society. 
Specifically, it aims to bridge the gap “between what we know and what we do” 
(CIHR, 2003). This “know-do gap” is the difference between the potential that 
research has for helping to solve issues and its ability to be translated into effective 
applications.  
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Seeing knowledge translation as an interactive process has implications for all 
stages of the research process. In particular, knowledge translation proponents suggest 
that such strategies can help to define research questions and hypotheses, select 
appropriate research methods, conduct the research itself, interpret and contextualize 
the research findings and apply the findings to resolve practical issues and problems.  
Above all, proponents of this process emphasize that waiting until the final steps of a 
research program, for example when an application is about ready to enter the market, 
is too late for effective involvement of stakeholders (CIHR, 2003, 2005).  
How, though, will involving stakeholders make help translate research into 
applications or impact research so that it properly benefits society? Knowledge 
translation proponent Jonathan Lomas (2000) argued that by bringing decision makers 
and stakeholders who can use the results of a particular piece of research into that 
particular research process is the best predictor for seeing the findings applied. 
Knowledge translation also helps to address a key theme in research, that of relevance. 
Norris (2005) suggested that knowledge translation plays an essential role in creating 
and maintaining relevance of research, “Even given practical utility, research findings 
may not result in community health improvements if stakeholders do not perceive 
them as relevant and if they do not utilize them” (p. 364). Though this example has to 
do with health, the theme of relevance of research is also important to scientific 
endeavors such as NSE. 
Forms and Goals of Knowledge Translation 
Though CIHR has its specific model for knowledge translation (as shown in 
Figure 1 above), knowledge translation can take many forms. The Breast Cancer and 
Environmental Risk Factors (BCERF) research group conducts translational efforts 
that are based on a philosophy that “science doesn’t explain itself”(BCERF, 2005). In  
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other words, for a broad audience to understand a specific scientific issue, they require 
trained communicators to evaluate and distill a body of complex scientific knowledge 
for them. Other organizations use knowledge translation to plan communication 
efforts (Lavis, Robertson, Woodside, McLeod, & Abelson, 2003). Some researchers 
use knowledge translation and stakeholder input to help identify research gaps so they 
can have a more complete program of research (NCDDR, 2005). 
In addition to different conceptual models, knowledge translation activities 
come in many other forms:  
•  writing plain language summaries of findings,  
•  developing presentations targeted to specific audiences,  
•  training users in the skills needed to understand and critically appraise 
research,  
•  spending time with potential users to understand their contexts and needs,  
•  communicating an entire body of research as opposed to just one study, and  
•  working with users to develop research projects that will be meaningful to 
them (Davis et al., 2003; Jacobson, Butterill, & Goering, 2003, 2004; Lavis 
et al., 2003; Norris, 2005; Pablos-Mendez et al., 2005; Schryer-Roy, 2005). 
Though it assumes many shapes, knowledge translation efforts aim to accomplish 
similar objectives: involve decision makers, help familiarize researchers with their 
user groups, create an engaged and reciprocal research process, influence policy with 
evidence based research, create useful communications for stakeholders, and aid in 
effectively and ethically applying research (CIHR, 2003; Schryer-Roy, 2005).   
Knowledge Translation and Other Traditions of Engaging the Public  
Knowledge translation is one of several models of public engagement. It, like 
other public engagement and risk communication efforts, seeks to build capacity in  
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audiences, improve decision-making and involve the stakeholder increasingly in the 
research process (Rowe & Frewer, 2005; Stern & Fineberg, 1996). The model of 
Knowledge Translation that CIHR presents in Figure 1 is one representation of a 
knowledge translation cycle. It, like many models, has its strength and weaknesses. 
Proponents of knowledge translation realize that this model is still in development and 
stress that it needs refining. In the quote that follows, CIHR (2003) specifically 
highlighted that the science behind knowledge translation needs to be developed: 
 
Supporting knowledge translation research is essential in order to develop the 
science of knowledge translation [italics added], and will lead to better 
understanding of the concepts and theories that underlie effective knowledge 
translation and better determination of effective strategies for knowledge 
translation. (p. 6) 
One way to help knowledge translation advance is to connect it to theoretical research 
traditions in the field of communication. As stated earlier, knowledge translation is a 
companion to a strong tradition of public engagement, risk communication and 
science communication research. Public engagement literature can be particularly 
useful in helping to develop the knowledge translation framework.  Public engagement 
itself has varying levels of involvement ranging from simple communication between 
experts and the public to full and iterative partnerships (Rowe & Frewer, 2005). 
Knowledge translation falls at the more involved end of this spectrum as it also seeks 
to make stakeholders partners in the research.  
In a reflection on the role of risk communication in a democratic society, Stern 
and Fineberg (1996) argued that involving the public can lead to better risk 
characterization and ultimately better decision-making; previous risk communication 
work often failed because it did not appropriately convey and contextualize scientific 
information for decision makers. Knowledge translation shares a similar concern of 
making information – risk-specific or otherwise – properly contextualized for a variety  
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of audiences. Stern & Fineberg (1996) proposed that an analytic-deliberative process 
would be the most useful in creating better risk characterization and risk assessment 
that would address the broad spectrum of needs and uncertainties associated with the 
risk. 
In the sections that follow, I will connect knowledge translation more closely 
with these research streams to show where they overlap. The challenges and 
accomplishments these other fields have faced can be illuminating and helpful in 
developing the science of knowledge translation. Finally, as these fields may be more 
familiar to some researchers, they can be instructive in helping to communicate what 
knowledge translation is.   
Upstream Engagement and Knowledge Translation 
One of the current fields of stakeholder engagement research is that of 
upstream engagement. Like knowledge translation, upstream engagement advocates 
that stakeholders be involved as early as possible in the research as possible. 
Macnaghten, Kearnes & Wynne (2005) focused on the opportunity nanotechnology 
provides for upstream engagement as many of its applications are still in the future 
and there is still time for stakeholder input.  The UK in particular has advocated this 
upstream approach of engaging the public in processes of innovation and allowing it to 
influence research decisions, rather than involving stakeholders downstream – at the 
point where applications are about to be placed on the market.  Macnaghten and 
colleagues’ approach, similar to that of knowledge translation, aimed to join 
stakeholders with researchers at the beginning of the research process to address issues 
such as how to create “economically vibrant, socially legitimate and environmentally 
sustainable technological enterprises,” how to choose wisely among many new 
options, and how these technological advancements will impact the poor (p. 276).   
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Both upstream engagement and knowledge translation represent a shift in how 
the public is involved with policy and research. With this change, Macnaghten and 
colleagues raised questions that both upstream engagement and knowledge translation 
must address:  
 
At what stages of the R&D process is it realistic to raise issues of public 
accountability and social concern? How and on whose terms should such 
issues be debated? ....Can citizen consumers exercise constructive influence 
over the pace and direction of technological (and related social) change? How 
can these questions be reconciled with the need to maintain the independence 
of science, and the economic dynamism of its applications? (p. .277) 
 
Macnaghten and colleagues’ theorizing about upstream engagement helps put into 
context some of the goals of knowledge translation, particularly as it relates to the 
balance of power between stakeholders and scientists. One of the concerns 
surrounding upstream research is that scientists do not trust the public (Irwin & 
Wynne, 2004; PPNW, 2006). If this type of engagement is to move forward it is 
important to clarify the purpose of upstream engagement and knowledge translation 
and highlight that these processes neither intend to undermine science nor disregard 
the level of expertise these scientific fields require. In the quote that follows 
Macnaghten and colleagues defended this approach while offering their vision of the 
benefits of upstream engagement. 
 
Thus, we suggest, upstream engagement does not concern publics telling 
scientists what to do or think, nor assert that ordinary people know better than 
scientists about risks, as the prevalent, and blatantly confused, prediction 
immersed understanding of upstream engagement with science still mistakenly 
implies. Rendering scientific cultures more self-aware of their own taken-for-
granted expectations, visions, and imaginations of the ultimate ends of 
knowledge, and rendering these more articulated, and thus more socially 
accountable and resilient, is a radically different kind of role for the social 
sciences. This, we argue, lies in science’s own best interest, as it would provide 
the grounds for a public legitimacy that its patrons and exploiters are so 
anxiously seeking. (p. 278) 
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What is perhaps most important in the quote above is that, as Macnaghten and 
colleagues envisioned it, science need not feel threatened by upstream engagement 
and that such efforts may be in science’s best interest
1.  
Though knowledge translation and upstream engagement overlap in several 
key ways, knowledge translation distinguishes by focusing not only on the upstream 
aspects of communication but the downstream aspects as well. It seeks, as Figure 1 
indicates, to look at how and where to involve members of stakeholder groups through 
all parts of the research process. By comparing these two, knowledge translation can 
affiliate itself with another line of research that has similar goals, adopt strategies for 
encouraging engagement, and learn from the challenges a related field faces. 
Risk Communication and Knowledge Translation 
Knowledge translation and risk communication also have much to learn from 
one another. Knowledge translation deals with a broad spectrum of issues, and one of 
the main topics is the difference in expert and stakeholder risk perception. Knowledge 
translation could be a particularly valuable model for  risk communicators.  Both risk 
communication and knowledge translation seek to contextualize knowledge for their 
audiences so that they can build capacity, become involved and make informed 
choices. In discussions of emerging technologies, risk is on the minds of many. Thus, 
having a process for understanding how different populations perceive risk and how 
those perceptions will impact the proposed research and applications is critical.  
Evolution of Risk Communication and Knowledge Translation 
As knowledge translation has evolved from a one way to a more participatory 
model, so has risk communication (Frewer, 2004; Gurabardhi et al., 2004; Gurabardhi, 
                                                 
1 Other perspectives on why science might legitimately feel threatened by such efforts will follow in 
later sections.  
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Gutteling, & Kuttschreuter, 2005; Renn, 2004; Scherer & Cho, 2003). Early risk 
communication models were one-way, persuasive “push” models that labeled the 
scientists clearly as senders and nonscientists clearly as receivers (McComas, 2004).  
These are commonly referred to as deficit models. They imply that if only the public 
had more information, then they would understand and accept the technology or act in 
the proscribed manner (Lewenstein & Broussard, 2006). This type of risk 
communication significantly limits the role of nonscientific points of view and tends 
to cast the public’s concerns as irrational (Irwin & Wynne, 2004; McComas, 2004).  
This persuasive model is still used, and may be justifiable, but risk 
communication has evolved into several different forms. The approach that is perhaps 
most related to knowledge translation efforts is the dialectical model of risk 
communication (Juanillo & Scherer, 1995). This model helps the stakeholders 
evaluate the “scientific and technical merits of the information” and put their 
understanding of risk into a greater picture that considers cost, benefit and tradeoffs 
(McComas, 2004). This research is particularly helpful in informing knowledge 
translation’s goals of building capacity and communicating information in an 
accessible, understandable way. 
Knowledge translation can also benefit from the literature in risk 
communication on the role of affect, trust, and the difference between expert and lay 
opinions of risk (Bohnenblust & Slovic, 1998; Finucane, Alhakami, Slovic, & 
Johnson, 2000; Mertz, Slovic, & Purchase, 1998; Slovic, 1999; Slovic, Finucane, 
Peters, & MacGregor, 2004; Slovic et al., 2005). This literature is an important 
springboard for knowledge translation activities and understanding where divides exist 
between expert and stakeholder communities, particularly in terms of risk perception 
and the role that emotion and trust play in decision making. Existing research on the 
public’s perception of technology suggest that publics often make decisions about a  
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technology not based on the specifics of the science but instead on (1) how much they 
trust those people and institutions making the decisions and (2) the regulatory context 
in which the technology is being developed (Cobb & Macoubrie, 2004; McComas, 
2004). Secondly, whereas experts often view risk in a quantitative and technical 
framework, publics estimate risk on a much more emotional level (Slovic, 1999; 
Slovic et al., 2004; Slovic et al., 2005). Continuing to understand how both expert and 
nonexpert groups view risk and research will be an important endeavor for risk 
communication and knowledge translation researchers. In a recent article on risk 
communication for emerging technologies, McComas (2004) highlighted that 
misunderstandings about risks are not only on the shoulders of the public:  
 
It is equally likely…that scientists are as much ‘in the dark’ about how 
individuals, groups and other stakeholders will respond to the new and 
emerging risks of nanotechnology and other technologies, as the public is 
ignorant about the science. (p. S 61) 
 
In other words, though scientists may know a great deal about nanotechnology in the 
lab, the information they have about stakeholder interests and concerns is lacking. 
Knowledge translation, to the extent it is able to involve stakeholders in some aspect 
of the research process, may be able to address this lack. 
Learning from Risk Communication 
In the article, McComas emphasized several key aspects about risk 
communication: it is essentially about trust, should be an iterative process, and is often 
either proactive (anticipating a potential problem) or reactive (occurs after media 
attention or a crisis) (Scherer, 1991). It is in these three areas that knowledge 
translation and risk communication can most beneficially inform one another. 
Knowledge translation, as it applies to this thesis, builds on the proactive model of risk 
communication. At this point in NSE and agriculture, no one particular issue or crisis  
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is calling for attention. Rather, knowledge translation may be most valuable in helping 
to anticipate future risks, considering risks that scientists might not have previously 
identified and allowing time for meaningful discussion between researchers and 
stakeholders. The proactive approach also lends itself to more easily build trust 
between various players as it may allow time for substantive contributions from 
stakeholders (McComas, 2004).  
Science Communication, Outreach, and Knowledge Translation 
In addition to public engagement and risk communication literature, situating 
knowledge translation within other models of science communication and outreach is 
important for understanding the trend towards more participatory forms of research 
and outreach. One example of an effort towards improved science communication is 
the Human Genome Project. Since the early 1990s, the Human Genome Project has 
allocated 3-5% of its budget into research into Ethical Legal and Social Implications 
(ELSI) of the research particularly in terms of having genetic information available 
(Lewenstein & Broussard, 2006).  
In Figure 2 below, Lewenstein & Broussard (2006) have outlined four different 
models for outreach the Human Genome Project employed: deficit, contextual, lay 
knowledge and public engagement. This model provides an important context for the 
knowledge translation work, particularly as it explains the relationship of the deficit 
model of outreach and more participatory forms.  
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Figure 2. Revised Conceptual Models of Public Communication of Science 
(Lewenstein & Broussard, 2006) 
 
The deficit model has been widely criticized for being a one-sided, paternalistic, 
persuasive model (Juanillo & Scherer, 1995; McComas, 2004) and is now often 
viewed as outdated and ineffective. The issue that Lewenstein & Broussard addressed 
with the deficit model is two-fold. First, the deficit model forms the foundation for all 
other models. Second, it is only outdated if used alone or without considering 
appropriate audience contexts. In other words, the deficit model plays an important  
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first step in ultimately moving toward more participatory research, particularly when 
an audience needs to build an information base so that it may effectively communicate 
in the future. To be effective as an outreach springboard, the deficit model must 
appropriately consider user context and input and be grounded in research that 
addresses what users actually want to know about the issue at hand (Lewenstein & 
Broussard, 2006). 
These different models for the Human Genome Project outreach can help to 
inform knowledge translation activities for NSE. The knowledge translation process of 
involving end users in the scientific process involves aspects of all four models, and 
this research is particularly useful in clarifying the role and appropriate use of the 
deficit model.  
Limitations of Knowledge Translation 
Most of the literature up to this point has focused on the positive aspects of 
knowledge translation. As Morgan, Fischoff, Bostrom & Atman (2002) explained of 
participatory research there are many potential benefits: 
 
The attractiveness of this investment depends on the consequences of 
misunderstanding. Many risk decisions involve million or even billions of 
dollars. A small fraction of this, spent on helping the public to become better 
informed decision makers, may save much larger amounts down the road, by 
reducing regulatory conflict, product liability suits, irate consumers, needless 
casualties, perceptions of callousness, unnecessary alarm, lost credibility and 
the other costs associated with avoidable conflicts. (p. 31) 
 
What is also important in this quote is the somewhat hidden issue of balancing the 
investment of knowledge translation activities with the consequence(s) of not 
engaging in such effort. While Morgan and colleagues painted a dramatic picture of 
the consequences, the reality is that for some areas of science, knowledge translation is 
simply not worthwhile. In some situations, there will likely not be negative  
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consequences if knowledge translation is absent from the research. In others, the 
expense of such efforts may well outweigh the benefits. In other words, to best 
advance knowledge translation, both in terms of the science and the specific strategies, 
understanding its limitations and the obstacles it must overcome to be of use is critical. 
As an example of this point, Lavis and colleagues (2003) emphasized that not all 
research is fit for knowledge translation: 
 
First, not all research can or should have an impact. Some bodies of research 
will not generate a take home message because either the research has no 
apparent application for the decision makers or the findings are not conclusive. 
That said, this excuse can be overused.  (p. 223) 
 
When research that could benefit from knowledge translation activities is identified, 
overcoming the inertia for such effort is the next challenge. Jacobson and colleagues 
(2003) described the dilemma below: 
 
…translation is facilitated when knowledge producers and knowledge users are 
known to one another and thus are familiar with one another’s needs, 
preferences, objectives and circumstances. Although the importance of 
familiarity has been well established in the literature…such familiarity is often 
lacking. (p. 94) 
 
It is an easy pitfall when venturing into the public engagement arena to think 
that all research should have an outreach component or be relevant. This assumption is 
neither realistic nor reflects how the spectrum of science works. Some research is so 
basic that thinking about what applications it might have or who the stakeholders 
might be is paralyzing for the researcher. Similarly not all knowledge translation 
efforts are a wise use of resources – they are time consuming and expensive, and poor 
efforts could be more damaging than no efforts at all. As Lavis and colleagues (2003) 
noted, however, these kinds of excuses are often overused. Why researchers overuse 
them and why efforts at becoming familiar with one’s audience are rarely undertaken  
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– despite the research that highlights the benefits – are important questions to answer 
in assessing whether knowledge translation activities are to become more common. 
Obstacles for Knowledge Translation 
The reasons for a general lack of knowledge translation activities belong to 
four categories. First, from an historical perspective, the relationship between 
researchers and decision makers remains, in many circumstances, characterized by 
mutual tensions and misunderstandings (Schryer-Roy, 2005). Trust issues go both 
ways: the public often mistrusts science, and science distrusts the public and views it 
as irrational and emotional (PPNW, 2006).  Second, knowledge translation and public 
participation efforts involve considerable time. Taking the time to meet with people, 
find out about their needs, form partnerships, etc. takes away time from the lab and is 
perceived to be a threat to solid research (Frenk, 1992). Third, the funding availability 
for such research and activity is also an issue. Grants for participatory research are 
rather new, though there is a growing body of literature surrounding such work, such 
as the work on deliberative- and communicative justice and research into stakeholder 
needs (Chase, Decker, & Lauber, 2004; McComas, 2001). Finally, the organizational 
structure of much scientific research is not designed to include stakeholder 
involvement. More specifically, Jacobson and colleagues (2004) argued that such 
research activities are not valued as forms of scholarship the same way that patents 
and publications are:  
 
…in a wide-ranging discussion about perceived advantages and disadvantages 
of knowledge translation participants were passionate about the fact that  
“outreach, building partnerships with nonacademic organizations and making 
plain language communications were not widely accepted as legitimate forms 
of scholarship.” (p. 248) 
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While many programs speak to the importance of outreach, knowledge 
translation and public participation, the force behind such rhetoric is often limited 
because of the low-ranking priority, lack of administrative support to facilitate 
meetings, and simple lack of incentive for such activities (Jacobson et al., 2004; Lavis 
et al., 2003). For example, Jacobson and colleagues (2004) explained that simply 
stating the importance of outreach is not enough, it requires institutional and financial 
support: “The importance of knowledge transfer may be endorsed in rhetoric, but 
rewards and resources (and thus priorities) reflect the enduring value accorded more 
traditional academic activities” (p. 251). These factors unite to form a somewhat bleak 
picture for knowledge translation. They are, however, clear in the kinds of changes 
required at the organizational and funding level to encourage more knowledge 
translation activity for suitable areas of research. 
Knowledge Translation, NSE and Agriculture 
NSE and its connection to agriculture has emerged as an ideal case study for 
using and analyzing the processes knowledge translation advocates for four reasons:  
(1) the financial investment in and predicted impacts of NSE (ETCGroup, 
2004, 2005; Joy, 2000; NNI, 2004; Whitesides, 2001; Whitesides & Love, 
2001);  
(2) the governmental focus on improving communication about emerging 
technology (NNI, 2006; NSB, 2000; NSF, 2006); 
(3) the potential impacts of NSE on agriculture (ETCGroup, 2004; Joseph & 
Morrison, 2006; Scott, 2005, 2006; Scott & Chen, 2003); and 
(4) a lack of previous research in NSE that allows for stakeholder 
contributions.  
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In the sections that follow, I will elucidate each of these four to clarify how they relate 
to knowledge translation. 
Financial Attention to and Predicted Impacts of NSE 
The massive amount of financial attention nanotechnology and NSE in general 
have received makes them a compelling case study. Countries around the world are 
dedicating increasing amounts of their national budgets to NSE research. President 
Bush’s 2007 budget includes $1.2 billion for the multi-agency National 
Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI, 2006). Some have estimated that nanotechnology’s 
impacts will exceed those of the Industrial Revolution (NNI, 2004). This incredibly 
inter- and multidisciplinary field involves disciplines such as medicine, physics, 
agriculture, biochemistry and engineering. It promises better drug delivery; improved 
disease detection; increased agricultural productivity; bioremediation techniques; 
stronger, lighter materials; faster, less expensive electronics; increased food safety; 
and insight into the functioning of natural systems (Arnall, 2003; Gaskell, Ten Eyck, 
Jackson, & Veltri, 2005; Joseph & Morrison, 2006; Joy, 2000; NNI, 2006; Scott & 
Chen, 2003; Weiss, 2006; Whitesides, 2001; Whitesides & Love, 2001; Wiesner, 
2006).  
These promises, while a boon for those needing funding, also raise the specter 
of hype. Two of the major challenges NSE faces are drawing the line between what is 
possible and what is not and admitting that no one presently knows where that line is. 
Gary Stix (2001), editor of the Scientific American, explained this challenge in the 
following excerpt: 
 
If the nano concept holds together, it could, in fact, lay the groundwork for a 
new industrial revolution. But to succeed, it will need to discard not only fluff 
about nanorobots that bring cadavers back from a deep freeze but also the 
overheated rhetoric that can derail any big new funding effort. Most important, 
the basic nanoscience must be forthcoming to identify worthwhile  
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nanotechnologies to pursue. Distinguishing between what's real and what's not 
in nano throughout this period of extended exploration will remain no small 
task. (p. 26) 
 
Because the line between myth and possibility is particularly blurry for NSE, the 
associated capacity building, knowledge translation and risk communication is also 
challenging. Much about the economic, social, toxicological, environmental and legal 
issues are simply not yet known. This absence raises the question of whether a lack of 
specifics about NSE precludes discussing risks and pursuing public engagement 
activities. While the nascent state of much of the research is in some ways a 
complicating factor in terms of communication, knowledge translation proponents 
argue it also afford us the luxury of time to establish connections with end user 
groups. These interactions may enable more effective research applications and help 
identify concerns and potential consequences that researchers had not previously 
considered. 
Interest in Improving Communication about Emerging Technologies 
The growing governmental focus on improved outreach and communication 
for emerging technologies is the second reason NSE, knowledge translation and 
agriculture make a solid case study. After the backlash to biotechnology, many 
institutions are trying to improve their communication efforts. The ELSI Program of 
the Human Genome Project was designed to identify problems before they were 
integrated into practice (Lee, Scheufele, & Lewenstein, 2005; Lewenstein, 2005b; 
Macnaghten et al., 2005). This initiative has influenced the thinking for 
nanotechnology endeavors. Scott & Chen (2003) explained in their report on NSE and 
agriculture the importance of learning about social and ethical implications: 
 
…in many ways scientists have been trying to catch up by addressing social 
issues of safety, potential benefits, risks, broad impacts and the ethical basis for 
biotechnology. We need to avoid the past difficulties encountered with  
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biotechnology and advance a process of public awareness of both positive and 
negative effects of nanotechnology so that the science may evolve safely and 
rationally. (p. 47) 
 
Knowledge translation could be the framework for building this process of public 
awareness, though it will be challenging. Dorothy Nelkin (1987) highlighted in her 
discussion of science communication that trying to communicate about a new 
technology without leaning towards extremes is difficult:  
 
Typically, reports on high technology and biotechnology swing from claims of 
miracles to visions of apocalypse, batting readers back and forth from 
celebrations of progress to warnings of peril, from optimism to doubt. (p. 40) 
 
With NSE, trying to find the middle ground will be similarly demanding. As 
previously mentioned, much of the future of the technology, and its associated risks 
and benefits, are unknown. Trying to communicate about these unknown risks is an 
obstacle that knowledge translation may be able to surmount. Historically, when 
scientists say they do not know what the risks are, there is a suspicion from the public 
that the scientists are trying to cover things up (Nelkin, 1987). The first challenge with 
NSE is creating an information and communication infrastructure that helps address 
such suspicions when the risks and implications truly are not yet known. The second 
challenge is the different conceptions of risk that NSE engenders. While the divisions 
“experts” and “stakeholders” are artificial to some degree as their concerns often 
overlap, significant divides exist between the two groups in terms of how they view 
risk. As an example of this divide, Cobb & Macoubrie (2004) reasoned: 
 
…contrary to what scientists tend to worry about, public fears about 
technology risk are less about risks directly attributable than to the social and 
regulatory context in which they are embedded….We believe experts will 
benefit from understanding the underpinnings of public perceptions about 
science and learning about the topics the public most wants to be informed 
about. (p. 396) 
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This thesis aims to address both scientist and stakeholder perceptions about NSE and 
risk. Two of the major goals are to address the implications of the similarities and 
differences and the challenges of communicating stakeholder perceptions back to 
scientists.  
NSE and Agriculture 
The third reason for the case study is the potential of NSE to impact agriculture 
in terms of environmental remediation, food production, labor, food storage, 
management practices, precision farming, remote sensing, controlled environmental 
agriculture, small farm vs. large farm issues, waste management, and veterinary 
medicine (ETCGroup, 2004; Joseph & Morrison, 2006; Scott, 2005, 2006; Scott & 
Chen, 2003). Trying to involve stakeholders with NSE and agriculture so that they 
know what it is, understand how it might affect them and have the capacity to 
contribute to some aspect of the research process is a particularly interesting 
knowledge translation endeavor.  Because NSE is an emerging technology, many of 
the agricultural applications are at least fifteen years away (Scott & Chen, 2003). 
Unlike other risk communication or outreach issues in the past (such as genetically 
modified foods, asbestos, Teflon, AIDS, Avian Flu, etc.), nanotechnology is highly 
diffuse in that there is not one specific issue or application at hand. This lack of a 
tangible issue or application makes the science difficult to discuss. Further, it 
underscores the need for research into how to communicate about technology that may 
one day have great impacts on a particular population or industry but is currently 
highly uncertain. 
Involving Stakeholders in NSE Research 
Fourth and finally, previous communication and social science research about 
nanotechnology has focused on nanotechnology and public attitudes in general. It has  
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generally not focused on a substantive area, making this research on stakeholders in 
agriculture different than what many have previously undertaken. Some research has 
surveyed public attitudes and how public opinions are formed on new technologies 
(Cobb & Macoubrie, 2004; Gaskell et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2005; Scheufele & 
Lewenstein, 2005), while other research has studied framing effects about 
nanotechnology and its potential risks (Cobb, 2005). However, studies thus far on 
NSE have largely not included allowed for stakeholder contribution nor did they focus 
on a specific industry or application (Berne, 2004; Cobb, 2005; Cobb & Macoubrie, 
2004; Lee et al., 2005; Lewenstein, 2005a, 2005b; McComas, 2004; Scheufele & 
Lewenstein, 2005). Some popular press articles have discussed issues such as worker 
safety (Weiss, 2006). Discussing “nanotechnology” in the abstract may make it more 
difficult for people to comprehend. This difficulty arises because members of the 
public, as these studies have shown, by and large do not understand what 
nanotechnology is, much less do they understand the differences between 
nanotechnology in electronics and nanotechnology in medicine. 
Research Questions and Outcomes 
To summarize, the review of the literature highlighted that work on “the public 
and nanotechnology” has not yet allowed much room for participatory stakeholder 
involvement. Previous work addressed what kinds of questions people wanted to know 
in general about NSE (Macoubrie, 2005a, 2005b), but none of these questions were in 
the context of a specific industry. They also did not address what stakeholders would 
want to know about how NSE might affect them in a particular context. While this 
research is important, it gives little room for interviewees to effect change at the 
research, application or policy level.   
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This current study aims to address how the knowledge translation framework 
might help increase the communication between scientists and agricultural 
stakeholders, identify an effective mechanism for such communication, and include 
social and ethical considerations. While the knowledge translation cycle in Figure 1 
presents many options for involving stakeholders, I am going to delimit the scope of 
thesis to addressing how to involve scientist and stakeholders in the contextualization 
of knowledge. While I may briefly touch on issues such as involving stakeholders in 
forming research questions and how to improve publications, this thesis does not seek 
to address how to bring stakeholders into the lab or how they should shape scientists’ 
experiments.  I am investigating what knowledge translation’s role might be in helping 
to establish and contextualize communication between scientists and agricultural 
stakeholders (this is Phase 5 of the knowledge translation cycle). 
This study is one small step in the path of a much larger, three-year public 
participation and communicative justice project funded by the USDA that aims to hold 
public meetings between scientists and agricultural stakeholders. For this larger 
project to proceed, it required three important components that lent themselves well to 
the knowledge translation framework. First, the project required a solid understanding 
from a variety of scientists engaged with NSE on what NSE is and what they believed 
the public should know about it. While providing some helpful technical information 
on NSE, it would also provide insight into the scientists’ attitudes towards public 
understanding in science and technology. Second, the project necessitated a broad 
view of what agricultural stakeholders wanted to know about NSE and what they 
wanted scientists to be know about their own needs and concerns. This information 
would (1) inform future communication efforts and (2) highlight to what extent what 
the agricultural stakeholders knew and wanted to know about NSE overlapped with 
how scientists conceptualized and intended to communicate about NSE. The degree of  
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disconnect between these two views would clarify what role, if any, knowledge 
translation might play in trying to connect NSE scientists with agricultural 
stakeholders. Third, to help build capacity in the agricultural stakeholder community, 
the project needed an informational brochure that included the perspectives from the 
scientific community and the agricultural community. I planned to incorporate 
knowledge translation strategies in the creation of this brochure so that it would be 
appropriately contextualized and therefore as useful as possible to agricultural 
stakeholders. Additionally, by including stakeholders in the process of creating the 
brochure, it might also serve to address stakeholder concerns and provide scientists 
with a view of what information stakeholders most desire. 
  To guide the research and the pursuit of these three objectives, I formulated the 
following research questions. I designed the first research question to learn about the 
groups who would be involved in knowledge translation: 
RQ 1: How do scientists and agricultural stakeholders understand NSE? 
While the first research question aims to create a map of the various audiences, the 
next focuses on the implications of these audiences’ views for knowledge translation: 
RQ 2: To what extent are there differences between what the scientists believe 
the public should know about NSE and what the stakeholders want to know 
about it? How do these differences impact knowledge translation? 
This question will be particularly important for addressing different conceptions of 
risk, the role of hype and the uncertain future of NSE.  
One of the goals of this project was to incorporate some of the tenets of 
knowledge translation into the thesis research itself.  The third question will aid in 
reflecting on those efforts.  
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RQ 3: To what extent did supplying and requesting contributions to 
informational material, such as the brochure, support the knowledge translation 
process? 
Finally, in determining what the future for knowledge translation might be for NSE 
and agriculture specifically (and emerging technologies more generally), it is critical 
to understand the challenges knowledge translation faces. The fourth research question 
will guide the final piece of analysis: 
RQ 4: What are some of the challenges for and barriers to knowledge 
translation in terms of involving stakeholders and scientists with an emerging 
technology such as NSE? 
To summarize, this thesis seeks two outcomes. The first is a substantive, 
practical brochure that incorporates the feedback of scientists and stakeholders and 
represents the range of views on NSE and agriculture. The hope is that this approach 
will make uptake of the brochure and potential engagement with the research much 
more likely than material that was not vetted with the audience. The second outcome 
is the analysis of the interviews. This analysis aims to form an understanding of 
scientist and stakeholder perceptions, the social and organizational context in which 
they operate, the implications of different perceptions, and how the knowledge from 
each group can more effectively be shared.  
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODS 
Case Study Selection 
Cornell was an ideal site for this case study for a number of reasons. The larger 
project that sparked this research was a practical component, but Cornell is also a hot 
bed for nanotechnology research.  Cornell has five separate centers that deal with 
some aspect of nanotechnology: Center for Nanoscale Systems, Cornell Center for 
Materials Research, Cornell Nanoscale Science and Technology Facility, and the 
Nanobiotechnology Center. In addition to this infrastructure, researchers from Cornell 
were key contributors to the a national planning workshop on the role that NSE could 
play in agriculture (Scott & Chen, 2003).  The opportunity to interview those shaping 
the future of NSE and agriculture could be invaluable for knowledge translation work. 
Finally, Cornell’s status as a land grant institution bestows is with a particular mission 
of giving back to and involving the surrounding agricultural community in its 
research.  
NSE has yet to realize much of this mission as it relates to agriculture. The 
communication about NSE and agriculture is in its infancy, and so far potential 
stakeholders (farmers, Cornell Cooperative Extension, faculty in CALS, and policy 
makers such as the NYS Commissioner of Agriculture) have been relatively absent 
from conversations about impacts let alone shaping any scientific agenda.  Though 
scientists predict that NSE has the potential to completely transform agriculture (Scott 
& Chen, 2003), many of the people outside academia (and even some within) who are 
most likely to be affected by it are largely unaware of NSE.  The combination of these 
factors provided an ideal setting for knowledge translation research. With Cornell as 
the case study site, I had access to an abundance of NSE researchers, a genuine  
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opportunity to involve agricultural stakeholders, and the possibility to contribute to the 
call for more reflection on the role NSE might play for agriculture. 
Interview Process 
To address these research questions, I interviewed 20 scientists and 17 
agricultural stakeholders. The interviews and resulting brochure borrow from the 
Mental Models approach to risk communication (Morgan et al., 2002). This approach 
focuses on working between both expert and stakeholder groups to build maps of how 
each group views this issue. It then merges those models to construct a risk 
communication document that is scientifically-based and adequately contextualized to 
the audience. Further, it is based on the philosophy that experts creating the model are 
often not aware of the full range of end user perceptions and that communication 
materials will be most valuable if they are constructed with understandings from both 
experts and end users (Morgan et al., 2002). 
Sampling 
Given the qualitative, exploratory nature of this study, a random sample of 
scientists and stakeholders was not appropriate, as these results are not meant to be 
generalized to all of NSE, all scientists, all agricultural stakeholders or all of Cornell.  
Through using a combination of elite interviewing and snowball sampling methods, I 
recruited a wide range of participants in terms of academic discipline, affiliation with 
research, experience with outreach, and seniority. As two phases to the interview 
process existed, I will detail the sampling methods in the description of each phase. 
While these results of such sampling methods are not widely generalizable, they are 
able to lend insight into the varying views of NSE, the differences between scientist 
and stakeholder perceptions of risk and views on outreach, and the nature of 
challenges that might arise in trying to communicate about NSE and agriculture. This  
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insight can be a valuable reference point for future quantitative and qualitative 
research. 
Expert Interviews  
To generate the expert model, I conducted 20 interviews in the summer and 
fall of 2005 with Cornell University faculty and staff involved in NSE research. After 
approval from the University Committee on Human Subjects, recruiting began for the 
interviews
2. The participant list was generated from a listing of Cornell scientists 
affiliated with any aspect of NSE research. All scientists who met the criteria were 
invited via a letter introducing the research and assuring confidentiality. One week 
after the letter was sent, follow-up phone calls were made to confirm receipt of letter 
and to schedule a convenient interview time. Upon confirming the interview, I emailed 
a copy of the interview questions to the participant. If the initial phone call did not 
generate an interview, I contacted participants up to three additional times via email 
and once more via phone.  
  The interviews lasted between 20 and 70 minutes and were digitally- or tape 
recorded. I reminded the interviewees that their responses would remain confidential 
and if reproduced, stripped of any identifying information, and gave an overview of 
the research project.  The interviews included approximately fourteen open-ended 
questions. The full list is included in Appendix A, and the key questions are as 
follows:  
 
1.  Can you briefly describe your background and research interests, and how 
nanotechnology or nanoscience might be a part of your work? Also, is any of 
your research related to food and agricultural systems? (This project is funded 
by the USDA.) 
                                                 
2 This research was begun by a PhD candidate who needed to leave the program. I joined the project 
after his departure. As such, he formed the interview questions for the scientists, generated the 
participant list, drafted all initial contact materials, and conducted two of the 20 interviews. The 
remainder of the scientist interviews and all the stakeholder interviews were my own.  
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2.  How much do you think most people in the general public already know about 
nanotechnology? And where do you think they are getting this information? 
 
3.  To what extent do you think the public’s understanding of nanotechnology is 
accurate? 
 
4.  In general, what (if anything) do you think the public should know about 
nanotechnology, and why is it important?  
 
5.  In your opinion, what are some of the greatest potential benefits of 
nanotechnology (to food and agricultural systems or otherwise)?  
 
6.  And what do you think are some of the greatest potential risks?  
 
7.  How would you suggest clearing up these perceptions? (More information, 
creating trust in institutions and science and business, engaging the public and 
involving them in decision-making?) 
  
Though these were the predetermined questions, I used a grounded theory 
approach to allow new themes and meaning to emerge and encouraged new 
perspectives, questions and angles (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). I transcribed all the 
interviews and coded them for themes (see coding sheet in Figure 3 below) using 
Provalis QDA Miner, a commercial qualitative software package that allows the user 
to create coding schema to highlight and organize the text. The coding schema and 
associated mark ups can later be retrieved for qualitative analysis. I used the resulting 
themes to construct a brochure in Microsoft Publisher explaining the background of 
the science, whether it was new, the different views of NSE’s risk, how it applied to 
agriculture, where NSE already exists. Once this first draft was completed, I submitted 
it to several scientists involved in various aspects of NSE and agriculture to evaluate it 
for accuracy, tone and content as the mental models approach advocates. Using their 
feedback, I revised the brochure and used this version for the agricultural stakeholder 
interviews (see brochure in Appendix B).  
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Communication/Information about NSE Field of NSE Issues
What public should know Associations with other research
What public wants to know Control
What public knows about NSE Globalization
Where stakeholders get information Outreach activity
Who should know about NSE Applications general
Ignore brochure? Agricultural applications
View of public(s) Definition
View of science/scientists Terminology
Media/journalists Hype 
Is it new?
Recommendations Regulation
People to follow up with University v. industry
Outreach materials/activities general Trust 
Brochure specific Time scale of applications
Better process for research
Views of this project Field of Agriculture Issues
Generating audience interest Challenges/problems field needs addressed
Role of CCE
Concerns about NSE CCE tension
Toxicological Land grant university
Social Fragility
Economic Agriculture in NYS
Science and tech general Small farm v big farm
Risk general Philosophy of farming
Public acceptance Amish/Mennonite/Organic
Benefits of NSE Science and Technology General Issues
Science’s view of Role for public values
Public’s view of General questions about 
Importance of science education
Outreach How to introduce a new technology
NSF and outreach
Importance of better communication in
Working with end users
 
Figure 3. Coding Scheme for Interviews 
Stakeholder Interviews 
Two goals guided the next phase of the research: developing a mental model of 
how agricultural stakeholders viewed NSE and gathering feedback on the content, 
tone and usability of the brochure I created from the expert model. I used snowball 
sampling as the primary means of recruitment for this phase as the stakeholder 
audience was considerably more diffuse than the scientist audience. I was interested in  
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talking with stakeholders that had varying degrees of affiliation with Cornell, held 
various positions of leadership and outreach coordination, and lived in a variety of 
counties in New York State. In establishing the stakeholder mental model, the aim was 
to tap into as many different perspectives as possible. Therefore, anyone affiliated 
with Cornell Cooperative Extension (CCE) or agricultural research was a potential 
participant.  
After receiving approval from the University Committee on Human Subjects, I 
contacted CCE administrators, educators, and county agents and Cornell faculty with 
an extension appointment. I recruited these individuals via email with a letter 
explaining the project and that participants would be compensated $20 for their time, a 
copy of the brochure and a copy of the interview questions. In addition, I distributed a 
general invitation, a copy of the brochure and a copy of interview questions via CCE 
listserves and the CCE electronic newsletter to try to reach as wide of an audience as 
possible. Finally, I requested assistance from CCE staff in identifying interested 
parties and contacted professors and CCE educators and administrators who other 
professors and CCE affiliates recommended during the interviews. 
The initial invitations invited the individuals to participate in one of six focus 
groups. Upon receiving almost no interest in such participation, I revised the letter of 
invitation to arrange for an individual interview in the hopes that this method would be 
more attractive and convenient and resent it to the previous contacts. For all personal 
emails, I followed up with a phone call the following week to confirm receipt of the 
email and to schedule a convenient interview time. The aim of this recruiting effort 
was to involve as many individuals as possible from different specialties within 
agriculture.  
The seventeen interviews lasted between 30 and 70 minutes. I digitally 
recorded 12 interviews, I conducted two over the phone, and three were hand  
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recorded. During the interview, I reminded the participants that their responses would 
remain confidential and if reproduced, stripped of any identifying information. I then 
reviewed the research project and reminded participants that they could email me 
responses to the brochure had they not already reviewed it. The interview consisted of 
17 questions, and the most relevant are included below (see Appendix C for the full 
list): 
 
1.  What are some of the biggest challenges those in the farming community face? 
 
2.  How do you and the people you work with keep up with technology that could 
be useful in agriculture? 
 
3.  Is there anything you or your farming contacts want scientists to know about? 
 
4.  Have you heard of nanoscience before? If so, what have you heard? Where did 
you hear this from? Was the information useful or relevant? 
 
5.  Do you know of nanoscience’s connection to agriculture? 
 
6.  What would you like to know about nanoscience? 
 
7.  What risks do you think there are or what are you concerned about? 
 
8.  What benefits do you think there might be? 
 
9.  What would make the brochure capture the attention of someone not familiar 
with nanoscience and encourage them to read on? 
 
10. Do the issues included in the brochure seem to connect to issues the farmers 
you work with face? 
 
As with the interviews with the scientists, a grounded theory approach that 
allowed for new themes and questions to be pursued as they materialized in the 
interviews was adopted (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). I transcribed all interviews and then 
coded them for themes with Provalis QDA Miner (see coding scheme in Figure 3 
above). I used the themes from these interviews to overhaul the brochure so that it not 
only included perspectives from stakeholders, but so the layout, content, wording and  
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tone was appropriate for the eventual agricultural stakeholders. Once this round of 
edits was complete, I sent the resulting document back to several agricultural 
stakeholders and scientists involved with NSE for feedback on accuracy and content. 
Their comments were included in the final draft of the brochure. The final brochure is 
included in Appendix D. 
In the results that follow, I made every effort to use the participants’ words to 
highlight the issues and questions under discussion. I made minor edits to clarify 
grammar when the meaning of the statement would otherwise be unclear. To aid in 
readability, I have removed the pauses, repetitive phrases and filler words. I used 
ellipses to indicate both an uncompleted thought and to unite two parts of a response 
where the middle material was either repetitive or unclear.   
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS 
 
The participants in the interviews represent a broad range of experiences. 
Because of this range, their responses reveal competing philosophies about NSE, 
agriculture, outreach, and scientist/stakeholder relations. Overall, interviewees were 
thoughtful about their work and insightful in identifying both challenges and 
recommendations for knowledge translation activities in NSE and agriculture.  The 
reaction to the expert model of the brochure, both in terms of content and the number 
of interviewees who did not review the brochure during the agricultural interviews as 
the cited lack of time, interest and/or relevance, are revealing findings to help improve 
the science and strategy behind knowledge translation efforts.  Taken together, these 
views form the beginning of a map for how, when and with whom communications 
should take place about an emerging technology. The responses highlight how 
communicating about an emerging technology both overlaps with and is significantly 
different from other communications involving risks that are more tangible.  
Participation  
A total of 37 participants from the following fields participated in the project: 
Cornell Cooperative Extension administrators, Cornell Cooperative Extension 
educators, Biomedical Engineering, Natural Resources, Entomology, Theoretical and 
Applied Mechanics, Applied Economics and Management, Plant Pathology, 
Development Sociology, Physics, Communication, Applied and Engineering Physics, 
Science and Technology Studies, Biological and Environmental Engineering, staff 
from the Cornell Center for Nanoscale Systems, Chemical and Biomolecular  
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Engineering, Horticulture, Chemistry and Chemical Biology, Atomic and Solid State 
Physics, Materials Science and Engineering, and Textiles and Apparel. Though the 
resulting interviews produced a fascinating array of responses and opinions, 
convincing interviewees to participate from both the scientific and agricultural 
communities required a significant investment of time. Ultimately, the rates of 
participation, particularly for the agricultural community, were relatively low. I 
contacted a total of 71 scientists to participate in this project. Twenty agreed to an 
interview, resulting in a participation rate of approximate 28%. For the stakeholder 
interviews, the general invitation was distributed via CCE listserves and newsletter to 
the nearly 500 CCE affiliates in NYS and 170 Cornell faculty with Extension 
appointments (CCE, 2005). From this type of recruiting, which is admittedly passive, 
two individuals responded and agreed to be interviewed. From the 47 personal email 
invitations I sent, 15 people agreed to be interviewed, resulting in participation rate of 
approximately 33% for that method of recruiting. Certainly for future research I could 
improve the tailoring of the recruitment material. Still, the response to this invitation – 
particularly among people whose job is to engage in outreach activities – supplies 
some interesting insights into challenges of and strategies for knowledge translation 
efforts with emerging technologies.  
Interpretation of Results 
While the participation rates were a bit lower than expected, these results 
remain informative. The broad range of people who participated – from staff level to 
department and center directors – taps into different levels of research, involvement 
with stakeholders and involvement with scientists.  Again, with exploratory research 
such as this, the aim is not to have a random sample that is widely generalizable. 
These interviews, however, are able to lend insight into the nature of challenges that  
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might arise in trying to communicate about NSE and agriculture. They demonstrate for 
this case study that differences exist in terms of how scientist and stakeholders 
conceive of NSE. As NSE develops further, being aware of the existence of such 
differences will be important. As scientists and stakeholders consider the need for 
knowledge translation activities, the following responses can help them anticipate 
what kind of questions to ask, what past challenges have been, and whether such 
activities will be worthwhile knowing the history and context of NSE and agriculture. 
The qualitative, exploratory nature of this study, while not creating a blueprint for all 
future knowledge translation activities, serves as an important reference point 
establishing scientist and stakeholder context and avoiding past pitfalls. 
Mental Models 
Constructing the expert and stakeholder mental models is an essential 
springboard for developing effective knowledge translation strategy and strengthening 
the science behind it. Once communicators obtain a clear picture of where the 
different user groups “are” in their views of NSE and its connections to agriculture, 
they can then begin an accurate assessment of required communication efforts. In the 
responses that follow, the variety in the views among the scientists involved with NSE 
and among those connected with agriculture will quickly become clear. In addition to 
disagreement within each group, there is also, perhaps not surprisingly, often a 
consistent difference between these two communities’ views of NSE.  I will discuss 
the implications of these similarities and differences within each section and return to 
them more fully in Chapter 5. 
A valid concern exists in regards to why this research started with interviewing 
the experts and to what extent that choice privileges their views over others, or 
establishes science’s view as the dominant paradigm and the agricultural stakeholders’  
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views as the alternative (lesser) paradigm. For this project, several issues informed this 
decision to interview experts first. The predominant reason was my need to understand 
what nanoscience and nanotechnology are. This need was particularly salient as it 
turned out that those terms are wildly broad and engender frustration in the scientific 
community. This breadth made forming a clear definition and understanding of the 
science critical. Interviewing stakeholders and trying to ask what they wanted to know 
about nanoscience and what concerns they had when both the audience and the 
researcher know little about the issue would be unproductive. Also, as an effort to 
build capacity in the stakeholder audience, not being able to provide them with any 
meaningful information about NSE would be ineffective. Finally, the mental models 
approach to risk communication, as described below, advocates this sequence. There 
are, however, limitations to this choice, and I will highlight them in Chapter 5. 
Expert Model of NSE 
Scientists agree (generally) on the length scale associated with NSE, but that is 
about all they agree upon when trying to form a definition. Because NSE refers to 
such a broad range of activities, the possibilities, implications and risks vary widely 
depending on the particular application and discipline. As one scientist indicated, “If 
you talk to engineers, nanotechnology means shrinking down microelectronic devices 
to the nanoscale, but if you look at chemists, it can mean something entirely different.” 
Several scientists – chemists and biochemists in particular – feel that term was stolen 
from them since they feel they have been “doing nanoscience” for decades. For 
example, the medicines and the fertilizers people have used for years all involve 
nanoscale science since they are based upon combining nanometer-sized atoms and 
molecules. 
In an effort to form a definition of NSE, several possibilities emerge. The  
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following scientist was one of several who emphasized the evolutionary nature of 
NSE: 
 
Nanotechnology is really just an evolutionary step in science's control of 
material at a lower level. If you think about it we made transistors twenty years 
ago of micron size and we are working our way slowly down. That's one way 
to look at it. From the other direction, chemists have been building molecules 
from atoms up for a hundred years. Nanotechnology is just in the middle. 
Nanotechnology is a gray area that bridges those two. 
 
Though scientists have been working with NSE for quite some time, other 
interviewees stressed that they now have the capability of making many more 
structures at the nanoscale than before because of tools that enable them to work with 
individual atoms. This ability enables new applications in fields such as electronics, 
medicine, chemistry, materials science, agriculture, and physics. 
While many of the scientists I spoke with were quite willing to explain what 
nanoscience and nanotechnology involve, one of the scientists I spoke with was 
perplexed, at best, about what “nanotechnology” meant: 
 
I have no idea what nanotechnology is. So we should form a definition first.   I 
was thinking about the formal definition. “Nano” is a distance and 
“technology” is a Greek word having to do with building or fabricating, and 
probably that's what professional physicists are thinking of when they use that 
word. I have really no conception of what that means when it is used in public 
use. 
 
Another scientist, while he understood nanotechnology in his context as a scientist, 
expressed a similar confusion for what the term would mean to a nonspecialist: 
 
If I step back and think about it from a layperson's perspective or a 
nonspecialist perspective - there are lots of different things being called 
nanotechnology. Everything is nano these days. So, what is the definition of 
what nanotechnology is? I don't even know if that is so clear or obvious. 
Different people think different ways. 
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The nature of these responses highlights two important factors that need to be 
addressed when discussing NSE. The first is that in the scientific realm, a distinct 
separation exists between the science and the technology that can result from a 
particular scientific endeavor. For example, understanding how properties change at 
the nanoscale is the science. Applying that understanding to a new material, drug or 
electronic device is the technology. For a physicist who primarily works on 
understanding the science aspect of NSE, discussions about the technological aspects 
can be frustrating. 
Terminology and Hype 
The second theme addressed in the above quotes is the issue of public 
understanding of the term “nanotechnology.”  In trying to communicate about NSE, 
terminology plays an unusually important role because of (1) the tension of whether 
NSE is new or not and (2) the inability of the term “nanotechnology” to communicate 
anything specific about the particular application. One scientist argued that the term 
“nanoscience” is simply a repackaging of work that has been going on in chemistry 
and biology for years and that the term is unnecessarily confusing people. He 
continued, “I doubt any rational scientist would consider this a new departure. It's 
exactly the same as what has been going on since the 1870s. The new name might be 
beneficial for getting money, but it may backfire.” The term can then imply new tools, 
a repackaging of existing science, or a buzzword for funding. 
The existence of “nanotechnology” as a buzzword for funding was a consistent 
theme throughout the interviews. Whether its status as a funding buzzword was 
positive, however, depended upon the individual scientist.  One scientist was emphatic 
that the term is essentially a great marketing ploy and a necessary one: 
 
In some sense, it [nanotechnology] is mostly a marketing ploy. It's a beautiful 
one. Because basically you can fit all of physical science and engineering  
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under that title…. If you don't put in the marketing, you won't get the money. 
We do it here but the people who make the key element are in Washington 
where they get their line items. They can't do it by saying, “We still have all 
these chemists out there and it is still called chemistry,” because they'll say, 
“Chemistry? That's so 19th century.” Chemistry is certainly nanoscience. Lots 
of material science is nanoscience. Lots of biology can be called nanoscience. 
Anything can be called nanoscience. 
 
While the term can be a boon for those looking for funding, the associated hype that 
has come with the field and the simple existence of a new term for old science has 
other researchers concerned that the public will have inflated expectations: 
 
I'm just worried that the public will be “where are all the results?” …. I do 
think that one should restrain the excessive hyping….The problem is that the 
hype is never scientific enough to respond to in a scientific journal.  
 
In the above quote, the respondent highlights two important issues. First is the concern 
that the hype around this new term is inflating the public’s expectations for 
nanoscience and nanotechnology (and potentially their concerns). Second is the 
comment about the hype not being scientific enough to respond to in a scientific 
journal. This issue is an important one for knowledge translation and figuring if there 
is a way for scientists to respond to hype in a format that is both scientifically robust 
and accessible to the public. 
While a number of scientists were cautious about hype and NSE, at least two 
had positive views of the role that hype can play in advancing science. This scientist 
addressed hype’s inspirational and motivational force: 
 
The hype doesn't just inspire congressmen, it inspires high schoolers. Those 
high schoolers will get into science and may actually make it a reality in 15 
years. I think hype is an important part of science. We all nudge around little 
detailed problems in our corner. The hype is what keeps us, many of us, going. 
The idea that you'll be able to strike on something big. Something with impact, 
something that your grandmother will appreciate, not just your colleagues. 
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Finding the balance between inspiration, information and inflated expectations will be 
one of the key communication issues for NSE. Efforts such as this one that address 
different scientific and stakeholder viewpoints may aid in finding that center point. 
Limitations of NSE 
While up to this point the focus has been on the potential of NSE, several 
scientists argued that NSE would not bring about anything revolutionary, is in its 
infancy when compared with biological systems, or involves such a slow and long 
process that the possibility of anything unusually helpful or damaging is remote. The 
scientist below stated that the main challenge in communicating about NSE is the fact 
that NSE is quite boring: 
 
This is a subject in which most people don't feel as I do. And I think there's a 
large amount of tension in the field….There's a large financial and also just 
ego temptation to say that things [nanotechnology] are going to revolutionize 
everything, and I don't see how NOVA or anything else is going to have an 
interesting program saying nanoscience is boring after all. 
 
This scientist, while he does not argue that NSE is boring, stressed that NSE’s 
capabilities are incredibly limited, especially when compared with the complexity of 
biological systems:  
 
It is a much less functional, mature technology than all biotech, than all 
molecular biology, all of chemistry and that means that it is a much less 
dangerous one…. It doesn't have the potency of a billion years of evolution 
behind it…. It's good news and bad news. It's not changed our capabilities to 
interact in particular with biological systems in a revolutionary way, so for the 
same lack of function it can't be particularly dangerous.  
 
This idea of whether or not NSE is dangerous adds another layer of complexity in 
communicating about NSE.  Specifically, it addresses perhaps the most contentious 
issues in the field: that of NSE and risk.   
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NSE and Risk 
Because NSE is so broad, the risks are highly dependent on the respondent’s 
field, which application is under consideration, and to what extent that application 
involves biological systems. As previously explained, some scientists view NSE as no 
different than what is routinely encountered in chemistry. Others view that NSE is 
actually less dangerous than current research in chemistry. Other scientists who work 
largely on semiconductors, optics and electronics view little risk at all associated with 
NSE. One scientist commented that it was “completely off his radar screen” that 
anyone would be concerned about nanotechnology because of its lack of risk: 
 
I don't really see any particular risks…. Somebody can always find something 
nefarious to do with it. But, God, it's so hard to do anything right now. I mean 
to find, you know, the James Bond villain would develop a nanotech device or 
destroy the world or cause a disease is way out there. 
 
Those whose work combines NSE with biological systems often adopt a 
different perspective on risk because their projects can connect directly to human, 
environmental and animal health. Because nanoparticles are so small, their surface 
area to volume ratio is much higher. This characteristic makes them potentially much 
more reactive. Biological applications raise questions about the safety of eating 
engineered nanoparticles, using them in medicine, releasing them into the environment 
and consequences of accumulation.  
Because many of the questions are unanswered, many of the scientists are 
strong proponents of continued research into the impact of their work.  Several 
scientists stressed that the potential impacts are simply unknown and that science 
needs to be more comfortable with saying “I don’t know.” Another scientist 
emphasized thoughtful consideration about future impacts of the research: 
 
You never know when you start mucking with a system that’s not totally 
understood what else may go on. I think the most important thing is to be able  
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to assess that as we go along and keep thinking not to the totally fantastic stuff 
but “what are some unintended consequences of this?” 
 
While most of the scientists focused on specific and immediate health and 
toxicological consequences, a few, like the one quoted above, began thinking a bit 
more in the direction of whether there are long-term impacts and unintended 
consequences.  One simply commented, “I don't think there are any real issues, any 
ethical issues and safety issues.” A number of others, though initially hesitant on their 
capacity to discuss such issues, identified several concerns. The following scientist 
highlighted potential civil liberties issues with radio frequency identification: 
 
If all of these sensor miniaturization, low-power applications come into 
fruition, then it’s going to be extraordinarily inexpensive to take these kinds of 
devices and place them on things like packages. It could potentially track 
shipments, record the temperature, all this kind of information, which is good 
for various distribution kinds of requirements, but it also has the potential for 
monitoring behavior and gathering all this kind of information which definitely 
has big brother kinds of implications. I think that's one area which one has to 
think about.  
 
This view is important both in identifying a potential problem and in serving as 
evidence for a sometimes-skeptic public that there are scientists who are aware of 
these kinds of issues. Finally, in two of the interviews I had with scientists, the risks of 
NOT pursuing NSE were discussed. They viewed the consequences of not valuing 
science, and NSE in particular, as not only losing a competitive edge and moving 
toward low-wage jobs, but also reducing the ultimate influence of the individual. and 
basically become a completely knowledge-driven economy. The view is important 
when considering what role the public might (or might not) be able to play in 
influencing NSE research.  
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Expert Model and Knowledge Translation 
The second and  fourth research questions address different aspects of the 
challenges associated with conducting knowledge translation for a new and emerging 
technology. Some of the challenges are the disagreement in the field on (1) the 
definition of NSE, (2) the numerous applications, (3) the role of hype, (4) the 
existence and nature of risk, and (5) the presence of a new term for old science. These 
challenges suggest that knowledge translation for NSE will be a bit more difficult 
since neither a clear definition nor a consistent level of risk exists. Further, a new term 
that does not have a clear definition yet still generates hype and considerable federal 
funding is a good recipe for confusion. Most scientists agree that NSE represents 
science that has been in development for decades, if not longer. The public, however, 
does not know that. With all the promise from the mass media, the National 
Nanotechnology Initiative, and some scientists about how “nano” will revolutionize 
everything, some associated level of concern and curiosity is a natural outgrowth.  
This combination of factors presents real challenges for knowledge translation 
as it relates to risk communication. Since scientists generally do not view NSE as new, 
they are not publicly demonstrating or communicating all the new safety precautions 
the public might expect for a new development. The public may begin to view 
scientists as irresponsible for not investigating new technologies and advancements 
properly. Conversely, the scientists may deem the public irrational for making new 
regulatory demands about work that, in many cases, has been going on for years under 
the auspices of chemistry, materials science, physics, biology and engineering. 
Granted, advancements in NSE, new or not, may raise regulatory and safety issues that 
may not have been addressed yet or scientists were not aware the public was 
concerned about. The role for knowledge translation, then, is increasingly important in 
figuring out a way to communicate this complicated science and array of viewpoints to  
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a user group largely unfamiliar with any of it. Further, some mechanism is required to 
help scientists understand what the public is concerned about, why those concerns are 
relevant and possibly alert them to ways they can address those concerns.  
What Scientists Think the Public Should Know about NSE 
The following sections address the issues raised in the second research 
question about the differences between what scientists want the public to know, what 
stakeholders want to know, and the implications of these differences for knowledge 
translation.  In an effort to create a document that conveys the appropriate scientific 
information, and also to see what kind of information scientists value, I asked them 
what they think the public should know about NSE. The responses that follow address 
a range of issues. Some focus on the necessity of knowing the details of the science. 
Others take a more holistic approach and advocate that the public only concern 
themselves with how the particular application will affect them or they focus on the 
need for the public to be able to reason between two options. Still others advocate that 
the public should recognize that scientists are, for them most part, working to help 
society and that when it comes to worrying about production of nanoparticles, the 
attention should be focused on industry and not academia.  
Some scientists stressed that they wanted the public to know that 
nanotechnology is “nothing magic” but is simply a tool that helps scientists to 
“discover new information or to do something that we've not been able to do before 
with the old tools alone.” Other scientists stressed that people have been interacting 
with particles on the nanoscale for most of their lives: 
 
The other thing we have to let them understand is that almost all protein 
molecules we deal with are nanometer scale materials, they are to understand 
that the drugs we take, already take, which save lives are nanometer scale 
materials which are based upon their size. So saying nano should not by itself 
mean dangerous.  
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In addition to highlighting past experience with nanoparticles, a number of the 
scientists, as highlighted earlier, were adamant that “nanotechnology” is not a very 
helpful or specific term and that the public needs to understand that one application 
from nanotechnology often relates very little to another application. Finally, a number 
of scientists wanted the public to know that if they have concerns about NSE, they 
should be much more focused on industry rather than universities: 
 
I think the public gets very worried about stuff going on in university labs with 
nanoparticles, which is probably not the right worry. The right worry is 
probably what happens when those things become a commodity, they set up a 
factory in your city, and they are using your local stream or whatever for a 
dumping ground for waste particles. 
 
While some scientists wanted the public to know about nanotechnology in 
general, other scientists were much more focused on having them know about 
nanotechnology as it relates to specific applications. The scientist below stressed that 
certain areas such as food are important for people to know about, while other 
applications are less important: 
 
When it comes to food, people want to know what's going on and deserve to 
know what's going on. When it comes to knowing what's going on with 
polymers and fibers, and how they are being used to build lightweight radar, 
they don't need to know so much about that, that's more of a special interest. 
 
Other scientists said that the public should know how NSE would impact them in 
terms of electronics, as this application is the most likely and immediate. With the 
attention NSE has received for its potential to revolutionize medicine, one scientist 
stressed that it was important for people to know how NSE would affect their health 
and that the nanoparticles, as they are envisioned now, would be probes in the body, 
not permanent additions. 
Much of what the scientists wanted the public to know had little to do with  
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NSE specifically. Rather than focusing on specifics, the scientist below emphasized 
that what the public needs in terms of science is reasoning ability:  
 
It would be nice if the man in the street would be able to ask themselves, 
“Would it be more dangerous to have 1000 fission power plants in the US and 
reduce our CO2 emissions, or would it make more sense to keep our CO2 
emissions and not have nuclear power?” That's a strategic question not having 
to deal with the technological details of how each system works. If people 
were able to learn more about questions at that level, they would be able to 
make these binary decisions you have to make in an election. Do I go for the 
coal guy or do I go for the nuclear guy? 
 
In the following example, the scientist argued that relying on newspapers alone is no 
substitute for becoming actively involved in learning about what is going on. 
Secondly, he stresses that for the most part scientists involved in research are involved 
with good intentions: 
 
They should know that a one page article in a newspaper or a magazine can't 
cover all of the subtleties that are very important in thinking about how 
technology will impact society. If they are interested, they should become 
engaged in the process of learning about it and trying to understand what's 
really happening.... Because, frankly, at least the academic scientists who are 
engaged in this, and I think companies, too, they are trying to do it to help 
society.  
 
These quotes lend an interesting perspective for knowledge translation. They raise the 
important question of to what extent knowledge translation would be able to aid in 
establishing the reasoning and decision making skills some scientists want the public 
to possess. Further, they show that there is little consensus among scientists on what 
the public should know. 
The final quote below is a bit of an outlier, but represents the viewpoint what the 
public needs to know so that it has the capacity to contribute back to science: 
 
…science could use input on the ethics part of nanoscience and technology. 
And you want the public to be informed so that it serves as a buffer and also as 
an input body for scientists who debate ethical questions. Should we go there?  
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Should we do that? For GM foods, an educated public can play a very 
important role in promoting these foods or if you have a public that is not 
educated and rumors go wild then it can cause major harm in terms of 
technology and not being able to find the applications it should. 
 
Similar to the earlier quote about civil liberty issues with radio frequency 
identification, this quote illuminates that there are scientists who view the public as an 
important player in scientific research, not simply receptacles for information
3.  
  Finally, in discussing what scientists think the public should know about NSE, 
having a sense of what scientists think the public already knows can be a useful point 
of reference. The following quote sums up the opinion scientists tend to have about the 
public: 
 
I think they know zero because I think the public knows zero about science in 
general. The public is woefully uneducated about science, and scientists are not 
that good about communicating. 
 
The consensus among scientists is if that if the public does know something about 
NSE, it is that nano is small. Is this view accurate? In many ways, yes, but as 
highlighted above, this level of knowledge is not necessarily the fault of the public as 
scientists have not been the best communicators. To a great extent, what the scientists 
think the public should know and already knows about NSE will inform the content of 
the scientists’ outreach and communication efforts. But to what extent does what the 
scientists think the public should know map with what they actually want to know? 
The following section will address not only what the public knows about NSE but will 
highlight what they want to know and how that is different from what scientists intend 
to communicate. Granted, with an issue such as NSE that is so new, stakeholders may 
not know what questions to ask so a reduced amount of overlap between the two 
                                                 
3 The view above, however, operates with the following binary: an informed public will make sure the 
science proceeds ethically and an uninformed public will derail the advancement. Unlike the civil 
liberties quote, the potential for the public to play a role in asking “should we go there?” is not 
addressed.  
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communities’ views would be expected. Still, unless some aspect of the 
communication is deemed relevant by the audience it may be ignored.  
Mental Model: What Agricultural Stakeholders Know about NSE 
Before elucidating what the public wants to know about NSE, giving a sense of 
their existing knowledge base actually is will be helpful background. One stakeholder 
stated that though he knew NSE had potential, it was very disconnected from his 
work, despite his faculty position and influential role within agriculture. He 
commented, “No one has really explained how it will impact me.” This unfamiliarity 
with NSE and lack of a sense of its relevancy were the two most consistent themes. 
This status is fueled in large part by a lack of communication channels that discuss 
how NSE relates to agriculture. One stakeholder highlighted: 
 
So, I saw “nanotechnology”… and it's kind of fluffy….There is no established 
chain of communication that reaches me on the faculty [that informs me about 
NSE].  
 
CCE educators, in comparison to some of the CALS faculty viewpoints above, 
expressed a combination of general unfamiliarity with the technology, a sense of 
possibility but a dearth of details, view that it is simply a buzzword, and a more 
detailed understanding of the science behind it. The following is one of the more 
telling quotes. It highlights an unfamiliarity with NSE and questions whether it is 
relevant: “I have no idea because I don't even know anything about it. Why would 
they [the farmers] need to know about it?” Other CCE educators heard about NSE in 
passing or on NPR, and have a general impression of possibility: 
 
I’ve heard the term a lot and I had the sense of working on a micro, micro 
level. But other than that…I’ve heard the name passed around. Some of the 
things I’ve heard on NPR, and I guess there are some things in Cornell news 
about what we can do with this technology and the places we're going with it.  
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And to me this has huge, huge implications in some of the things. It is pretty 
powerful stuff, I think. 
 
One of the stakeholders highlighted that he thought he understood nanotechnology, 
but gained a much deeper appreciation after listening to an NPR report: 
 
Well, honestly, I thought I was familiar with nanotechnology, and I assumed it 
was microscopic robots. I didn't know any differently, and then all of the 
sudden I listened to a report on NPR that got into it pretty differently, and now 
I realize that nanotechnology is dealing with any particle below a certain size. 
And that really kind of opened my mind up in terms of what the science is 
really working on. 
 
These quotes reveal that there is a general lack of understanding, but that there is a 
range of interest levels. Some stakeholders do not care, others have a sense of 
possibility, and others are curious about NSE. This variety implies that the 
stakeholders, like the scientists, are not an amorphous mass. Having this 
understanding that stakeholders possess a variety of perspectives will be important for 
knowledge translation and reaching audiences with different needs.  
Mental Model: What Agricultural Stakeholders Want to Know about NSE 
This generally low level of understanding and poor sense for NSE’s potential 
to impact agriculture made delving into specifics of potential issues unfeasible. 
Though this community did not have much experience with NSE, the introduction of 
technology to agriculture is a well-worn path, particularly in light of biotechnology 
and genetically modified foods. The following issues are not necessarily NSE-specific, 
but they represent the kind of information the agricultural community wants to know 
about any new technology. Some of what they want to know overlaps with what some 
of what the scientists think they should know about toxicological risk. For the most 
part, however, their questions depart substantially from the kind of information 
scientists are willing (or able) to provide. What they want to know is how NSE will  
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directly relate to them: “for the farm operators I work with, trying to give them a clear 
idea of how big this is isn't going to matter. What is going to matter is “What can this 
do for me?”  
The theme of “What can this do for me?” appeared in many variations. Some 
of those questions, such as the ones that follow, get to issues of how the technology 
will relate to the overall functioning of the farm.  Much of this concern about how a 
technology will relate to the farm is because past research has tended to ignore how an 
application will fit with “the total operation of the farm.” The agriculture stakeholders 
I spoke with wanted scientists to be able to speak to issues such as: 
 
… is it going to save me money or not? What’s it going to cost and what is the 
benefit? The other thing that was always lacking was really how a specific 
research…how it really fits with the total mix and how easy it is for a farmer to 
integrate something into the total operation. There are always labor impacts. In 
terms of the daily routine that I follow, will this save money, time and labor? Is 
it something that uses resources that I have more effectively?  
 
Questions about how NSE would impact farm management and economics 
were the most common, but a few stakeholders were interested in broader issues. One 
respondent wanted to know why the public should know about NSE: 
 
Why does the public have a stake in it? How does it affect them? Is it a 
controversial issue that they should know about? Is there a reason they should 
know about this? 
 
This quote highlights the challenge knowledge translation faces in establishing 
relevance and considering why and if the public has a stake in NSE.  
Concerns about NSE 
Many of these questions about how NSE will affect farm operations and 
economics emerge from underlying concerns. Just as what stakeholders want to know 
about NSE is different from what most scientists I spoke with want the public to know  
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about it (again, the scientists were speaking about the public in general and not about a 
specific industry such as agriculture), many of the concerns the stakeholders identified 
are different from the ones the scientists identified. Several interviewees felt that the 
social and economic impacts of NSE are important issues that scientists have largely 
not addressed. These considerations include questions about whom NSE will benefit, 
how it will be useful, and if farmers will directly benefit from NSE.  Highlighting 
what stakeholders’ concerns are is another important step for knowledge translation so 
communicators know upon what perceptions stakeholders are operating.  
The quotes that follow reflect several categories of concern: safety, economic 
impact, and social costs. This stakeholder focused on safety issues, and highlighted 
concern about particle size and the history of other technologies that science said were 
safe: 
 
Where I see some concerns though, you are talking about particles that are 
really pretty tiny. Probably the best example that comes to my mind is Teflon. 
You know…different companies were using Teflon for everything: 
Stainmaster carpets, Teflon coated dishes, cooking ware that sort of a thing. 
Now all the sudden we are finding that it is in everybody's blood system.… 
When you are using particles of that size, you are really running a risk of 
personal contamination. So, I think there are some really big questions there in 
terms of safety.  
 
This concern reveals an underlying skepticism which knowledge translation endeavors 
will need to address. Most of the concerns, however, focused on issues other than 
safety. Stakeholders wanted to know about issue of economic equity, lack of 
consideration in terms of economic consequences, and whether funding for NSE is 
taking away from other kinds of research. One stakeholder was frustrated that 
scientists seemed to completely ignore social and economic considerations: 
 
The idea of an economic or social unforeseen consequence is completely 
ignored. We should not assume that the only risks in this world are physical 
illness directly caused by exposure.    
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Another stakeholder was concerned about the impacts all the funding for NSE was 
having on resources for other research. He stated that other groups “need funding to 
get this stuff and all the money is going to nano.” This concern is exacerbated by 
feelings among some that nanotechnology research is not addressing problems people 
have. In other words, there is a perception that funding for NSE is taking money away 
from valuable projects and channeling it to an area that has little benefit or relevance. 
A number of stakeholders raised social and ethical concerns about NSE. A 
number reacted to the themes of control presented in the scientists’ language about 
NSE. They felt that increased efforts to control nature were not sustainable. Others 
were concerned that the scientists were proceeding with too much hubris in thinking 
that the impacts of NSE would be risk-free:   
 
When you wrote the quote about it being so hard to do anything nefarious…I 
just think that is really naïve. I don’t know how easy it is to do that, but it just 
sounds naïve to me.  
 
Along this line of not knowing what the impacts of NSE will be, one stakeholder 
mentioned a larger concern about the extent to which academic research institutions 
benefit the public: 
 
People do wonder about institutions like Cornell. They do wonder about where 
the science is going….they really don’t know how it will relate to their lives, 
business or family. There is a growing amount of skepticism for how good 
these things are going to be for them at the end of the day. 
 
Another concern, quite separate from economic or safety issues, was simply whether 
farmers would want to adopt any of this technology. One stakeholder indicated that if 
most of NSE is going to result in highly mechanized, computerized applications, then 
it will “fly in the face” of what many farmers she works with believe about farming. 
As it stands, she already has a difficult time encouraging farmers to use computers for  
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record keeping. 
  In terms of knowledge translation, these quotes highlight that there is not much 
communication occurring between scientists and stakeholders for NSE. Secondly, they 
are emblematic of the kinds of concerns stakeholders have about technology, and most 
of them are quite separate from the concerns scientists possess. 
Agriculture in Context 
The reasoning behind these concerns springs from several sources. Some of the 
concerns arise from respondents who could be labeled as “anti-tech.” While this label 
may be accurate, the concerns are not unwarranted as they tap into much deeper issues 
the whole of agriculture faces. One of the issues is the fragility of agriculture in an 
increasingly globalized marketplace. Whether the proposed technology will benefit 
small and large farming operations equally is another question many stakeholders 
want answered, as small farms often do not have the resources to spend on 
technological innovations that large farms do. Other concerns emerge from an 
increasing reliance on technology to address problems and a fear that more technology 
will only create more problems. Finally, some stakeholders argue that technology has 
“not really helped agriculture become more profitable”; the whole industry changes 
but the profit margins do not.  
Other concerns originate from different philosophies of farming. One way 
these philosophies can be characterized is by separating them into conventional and 
alternative approaches to farming. The conventional paradigm advocates a highly 
mechanized means of producing as much food and fiber as possible while addressing 
the goals of productivity and efficiency (Beus & Dunlap, 1990; Lyson, 2000). The 
alternative paradigm advocates smaller farm operations, reduced chemical use, 
revitalization of rural communities and sustainable and environmentally-responsible  
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agriculture (Beus & Dunlap, 1990; Lyson, 2000). A few stakeholders suggested that 
scientists be more mindful of this alternative paradigm when contemplating NSE 
applications for agriculture: 
 
There is a huge faith in science and a huge faith in technology. And this is not 
to say that I don't share that in many regards, but I also think that sometimes 
we're really quick to put so much faith in that. As an example dealing with 
NSE and agricultural waste runoff…I think the farms have gotten bigger 
because we have told them to get bigger while not being critical… 
 
One of the important outcomes of knowledge translation research is highlighting the 
different paradigms under which people construct their lives. In the case of NSE and 
agriculture, there may be a more significant gap than simply the traditional expert and 
non-expert divide. The extent to which scientists and stakeholders operate in the 
conventional or alternative paradigm is going to greatly influence the knowledge  and 
applications they value. 
Another reason for concern about NSE springs from the reason people decided to 
become farmers and to what degree they want technology involved in their career and 
lifestyle. Specifically, a few interviewees addressed the issue of to what extent the 
proposed technology removes the “art” of farming. This conversation arose 
specifically around the use of nanosensors in agriculture that could detect the presence 
of pests, nutrient depletion, dry soil, distress in livestock and a host of other issues. At 
some point the sensors, in addition to identifying the problem, may be able to be 
paired with a system that would respond to the problem as well by applying fertilizer, 
medicine, etc. This possibility sparked distinct reactions from those in CCE: 
 
… doing things like detecting the moisture in the soil or the ripeness of the apple 
or the presence of a pest which nanosensors could do, that is what is considered 
the art of farming.… I would say that farmers would actually resist something 
that would actually make the artistry of farming easy…Because it is the art that 
makes it interesting, and it is what cuts one farmer from another…. You don't 
want to make it farming for dummies.  
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In the end, he stated that if nanotechnology could produce something that would aid 
the farmer in his judgment but not replace it, then that would be a valuable 
contribution. Others viewed the above perspective is an idealized one. For as much as 
farmers enjoy working closely with plants, they are running a business and need to 
remain profitable. One stakeholder countered, “I mean the reality is if there is 
something out there that will help them get a jump on things, they want it. 
Absolutely.” 
Underneath all of these issues is a commonly held fear about the future of 
agriculture in the US and what these new technologies will cost. This anxiety about 
the industry makes people both eager to adopt something that might help them and 
fearful that an application might shake a precariously-poised industry further. One 
stakeholder highlighted that even though some of these technologies may bring great 
benefit, whether farmers will be able to afford them is a question of critical 
importance: 
 
One thing that makes America great is that a lot of us worship the altar of 
technology, and there are a lot of examples that indicate that's a good place to 
worship, a good house to be in, but I think farmers and land owners do want to 
weigh up if they can afford. They are very concerned about the economic 
vibrancy of the community. It is a tough, tough business. 
 
The cost issue is not one to be taken lightly in considering NSE and 
agriculture. In a world where many consumers are looking for inexpensive food, a 
farmer investing in a technology that might make the farm more environmentally 
sound – if it works – is going to have a hard time competing with a farm that does not 
make this investment. Several stakeholders highlighted the problems farmers 
encounter with selling the corn and apples they already produce. Though there is 
potential for long-term payoff, both environmentally and financially, the current  
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economic state of agriculture necessitates serious discussions about the cost of 
technologies and what they will and will not be able to accomplish. 
While these viewpoints may not relate immediately to NSE, they form an 
important background when considering agricultural applications and outreach 
materials and efforts. Knowing the challenges, viewpoints, needs and limitations of a 
user community is going to be an asset if the goal of the research is actually to address 
some of the issues a part of society faces, particularly when a stakeholder group does 
not feel a technology has benefited it uniformly in the past. 
Use of Brochures in Interviews and Implications for Knowledge Translation 
One of the major aims of this project, in addition to studying the science of 
knowledge translation, was to try to incorporate the tenets of knowledge translation 
into the research. With this in mind, I interviewed the agricultural stakeholders both to 
generate content for the brochure and to properly contextualize the content, layout, 
style and tone.  The reactions to this approach were surprising. A solid third of the 
respondents did not read the brochure. Another third took only a glancing look, and 
the remaining third read it fairly carefully. For a casual distribution of literature, this 
response might actually be heartening, but as a response for part of an interview that 
clearly indicated feedback on the brochure was one of the major agenda items, the 
number that ignored or only glanced at the brochure is striking. The reasons for this 
response lend some important insights for how to improve knowledge translation 
research and efforts.  
The version of the brochure that the interviewees saw, if they opened the 
attachment I emailed, is included in Appendix B. The three major reasons stakeholders 
cited for not reading the brochure were: (1) they did not know what nanotechnology 
was, (2) they did not view it as relevant to them or agriculture, and (3) they did not  
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have time. These reactions reveal a vicious cycle for communicating about an 
emerging technology: A topic is unfamiliar so people are not compelled to read about 
it, but the only way it will become familiar is if they take a moment to listen, read, or 
watch something about this unfamiliar issue. If outreach material does not 
immediately appear relevant and does not grab the reader in some way – even if it is 
an “assignment” as part of an interview – the material may be ignored. The challenge 
is communicate why this new, unknown thing is worth taking time to learn about. 
Even if the material accomplishes the attention-grabbing objective, its content needs to 
be useful to keep people reading. According to at least one respondent, that 
combination in science communication in general is a rarity and the science is 
disconnected from meaningful applications. She had the following to say of the first 
version of the brochure, “The photos, the layout, the titles - it is all scientists babbling 
about their stuff.”  
The look of the brochure, as just indicated, ignited several reactions. If a farmer, 
agricultural or extension audience is the target, then pictures of nanodevices do not 
contribute to the brochure’s relevancy. Several stakeholders suggested that the 
brochure should instead include pictures of farmers, crops or agricultural landscapes 
so that the visual aspect of the brochure is more familiar.  
Since the brochure was designed on the “expert model,” there was considerable 
reaction to the “trust us, we’re scientists” feel of the brochure. This attitude persisted 
even after commenting that this was only the first half of the brochure and the social 
science/ agriculture perspective was being collected through these rounds of 
interviews. One respondent indicated that the extensive focus on scientists was 
inappropriate for some of the issues discussed: 
 
…there may be too much emphasis on the opinions of nanoscientists in this 
draft. It doesn't seem automatic that this subsection of the scientific community  
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is completely best-suited to evaluate the societal concerns about risk and this 
emerging technology. 
This comment raises an interesting issue of credibility and knowledge translation. 
While scientists may be credible in discussing details of the science, stakeholders may 
be looking to other sources for “expertise” on social and ethical implications.  
In addition to concerns about credibility, some stakeholders felt that the 
brochure was simply not relevant. The following respondent’s biggest complaint with 
the brochure was that it did not address problems that farmers needed solved, and the 
ones it did address were based on a misunderstanding of the field: 
 
It just does not pertain to anything that they are very interested in….START 
WITH A PROBLEM THAT SOMEBODY NEEDS SOLVED [sic], then 
explain how nanoscience would solve it. In an ag industry where 
overproduction is the continual problem, bullet points on how to increase 
productivity are not likely to grab people. (CAPS were included in 
stakeholder’s email response to me.) 
 
This idea of understanding the agricultural field in order to understand how NSE will 
impact it is an important one, even if seemingly obvious. In the first draft of the 
brochure, one of the potential applications discussed was being able to identify the 
source of farm runoff. The following respondent cautioned that that would not be 
perceived as a positive application by the farming community: 
 
One thing I did read in here that I didn’t like was this issue of locating the 
source of fertilizer runoff by using nanoparticles. Farmers don’t want fertilizers 
traced back to their farms. They would not want nanotechnology to be able to 
identify liabilities…. they don’t want to be perceived as harmful.  You are 
going to lose the farmer audience. It doesn’t come right out and say it but it 
insinuates that farmers are responsible for pollution. 
 
This brings up the critical point of needing to check with stakeholders when one is 
trying to develop and market a product. This process can enter into murky waters 
because one wants to avoid manipulating stakeholders by not disclosing the full range 
of possibilities. Neither does one want to halt research because it addresses the darker  
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side of the stakeholder’s industry. In avoiding these extremes, however, it is possible 
through discussing such applications with stakeholders to figure a potentially more 
appropriate use or, if needs be, a different way of communicating about it that is 
considerate of stakeholder sensitivities. 
Though the brochure received a significant amount of constructive criticism, 
one respondent, who appeared to have read it, felt that it addressed a CCE educator’s 
needs well: 
 
It gave me a lot of insight in terms of what it was. It gave some pretty good 
explanations and it hit on some key issues on where we can see it. To me it 
was a pretty solid explanation. When I'm thinking about a fact sheet for general 
use, this is what I would want.  If someone asked me a question on what is 
nanotechnology, this is something I could print up and hand to them. 
 
While the brochure was a good source for this individual, the volume and nature of 
comments I received served as motivation to revise it. The following section reflects 
on the benefits of these revisions and the role this effort at knowledge translation 
played in the research process for this project. 
Implications of Brochure Use for Knowledge Translation 
Though the brochure sparked some negative reaction, it was also beneficial for 
the interviewees to have something to respond to. Because stakeholders were 
unfamiliar with NSE, they did not know what questions to ask nor were able to offer 
as much feedback on what they would like to included in a brochure if they were 
constructing one from scratch. 
For those who read it, the brochure catalyzed a sometimes heated, but usually 
more informative debate on what content, layout, perspectives, and terminology were 
appropriate. For those who did not read it, I gained insight into the challenges of 
conducting knowledge translation activities for an emerging technology. With the  
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knowledge translation interviews, I established a nuanced view of agriculture and 
realized how some of the phrasing of applications would alienate stakeholders. The 
resulting document was shorter, more focused, and better contextualized for the 
audience (see Appendix D). The interviews improved it in a way that would have been 
impossible without the input of the agricultural stakeholders. While no official 
evaluations were conducted after I revised the brochure, one of the initial participants 
who reviewed the final product stressed that it was a useful document and a major 
improvement over the first one.  
The nature of the responses to the brochure, particularly the responses of not 
reading it, highlighted several key points. First, for this kind of endeavor, stressing 
with the audience in a medium other than email that the brochure is a critical 
component of the interview might increase readership. Along that line, emphasizing 
earlier that the brochure they are evaluating contains only half of the information may 
have been helpful in helping the audience see how this could be relevant to them. For 
an emerging technology, this experience with the brochures indicated that something 
as passive as brochuring, even if informed by stakeholders, is going to be a relatively 
inefficient way to inform people of the technology. If a personal meeting is associated 
with the brochure, then it can be a useful tool. If this kind of knowledge translation 
effort is to be used in the future for an unfamiliar technology, it is essential to 
communicate clearly in the recruiting materials why the technology is relevant. In 
other words, communicators should avoid the assumption, even at the earliest stages 
of recruiting, that stakeholders will see themselves as stakeholders and be interested in 
the project. Finally, a general “what is NSE and how does it relate to agriculture” 
brochure is going to be useful for some audiences. One of the distinct themes that 
emerged from the interviews, however, is the more that the materials can be industry-
specific, the more likely the stakeholder audience will engage. For stakeholders who  
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are interested in NSE and agriculture and are looking for sources of information to 
find out about it, the knowledge translation process used in creating this brochure will 
likely make it a more credible source than if it contained scientists’ perspectives alone. 
As previously indicated, the revised layout, content, and tone in addition to the clear 
inclusion of stakeholders in the construction of the brochure will hopefully lend it a 
unique degree of reliability. Appendices F and G include specific information on how 
to conduct future knowledge translation efforts for NSE and agriculture. 
Challenges for Knowledge Translation 
With organizations from the National Science Foundation to the National 
Nanotechnology Initiative calling for more NSE outreach (NNI, 2006; NSB, 2000), 
understanding both the benefits, limitations and challenges of these pursuits is the only 
way those goals can be actualized. To address the fourth research question, the 
responses that follow highlight some of the specific challenges for knowledge 
translation as it relates to NSE and agriculture. As mentioned earlier, one of the 
mismatches between experts and stakeholders was what information the 
public/stakeholders should have. The other mismatch was how each group wanted that 
information communicated. 
 To address the first point, several stakeholders wanted scientists to be more 
thoughtful about long-range impacts. Indeed, a number of scientists also wanted the 
field to be more reflective. One scientist noted the difficulty of this pursuit: 
 
In a sense it's hard…it’s really possible to get completely paralyzed by this 
process. Of course, in some respects one has to think very deeply about nuclear 
energy and nuclear waste [for example]. If you just ignore them, they won’t go 
away. So it’s just a little hard then.  
 
This quote represents the anxiety some scientists have towards trying to consider 
impacts of their work. This hesitation and anxiety are important components to  
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understand when trying to identify who should and how to conduct knowledge 
translation. First, it sheds light on the tension between knowing that there may be 
impacts and not being at a point in the research to be able to describe what those 
impacts might be. Second, it is an important reminder for knowledge translation 
proponents that not all research and not all scientists may be well-suited to incorporate 
knowledge translation activities. The costs may outweigh the benefits, the research 
may simply be too young, or the project not relevant to larger social concerns. 
Audience Identification and Knowledge Translation 
For research that does relate more directly to stakeholders and the public, 
getting information and outreach efforts to them is a challenge in and of itself. For the 
scientists who do want to communicate with the public, they often feel constrained by 
time and fear adversarial relationships with certain members of the public. In addition, 
many do not know how to perform outreach other than working with their students: 
 
The thing is, I don't know a very good interface to the public.  My outreach 
efforts come from working with research experience with undergraduates and 
teachers who come to work in our lab, so they get an opportunity to participate 
in research and learn some of these techniques and then they can pass them on 
to the students. 
 
This issue of focusing on students and teachers reveals a key component about the 
nature of scientific outreach and audience identification. Most scientists direct their 
outreach activities toward K-12 and college populations. These efforts are partly 
driven by the scientists’ philosophy of “you gotta get to kids early” to get them 
interested in science. Other components, such as the NSF funding structure that 
supports outreach to this audience and the logistical ease: students and teachers are a 
constant and available population and can be an easy outreach option.  
Two problems exist, however, with this approach on all outreach focusing on  
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children. The first problem is the mismatch between where people get their scientific 
information and where funding and outreach efforts are channeled. This misalignment 
is not new, and Dorothy Nelkin (1987) articulated it well, “Most people get their 
information through the media, yet almost all outreach and science education is 
focused on children” (p. ix). In other words, the medium and the audience are wrong 
for much scientific outreach. This is a significant problem if one is trying to conduct 
knowledge translation not only because stakeholders are not getting information but 
because limited resources for such activities are perhaps being misallocated. 
The people I interviewed learned about NSE primarily from NPR, colleagues 
or books – not from their children. For those people who need to know about an 
application and who do not have children or regularly attend science museums, 
virtually no mechanism of outreach exists to educate or involve them. This gap has 
been noted by researchers such as Dr. Chris Toumey, and he has subsequently 
organized the South Carolina Citizens’ School of Nanotechnology. This is an outreach 
program that aims to increase communication between nanotechnology experts and 
nonexperts (PPNW, 2006). He has also been instrumental in creating nanoliteracy 
programs at the university level so that members of a variety of disciplines can inform 
one another about the science behind nanotechnology (Toumey & Baird, 2006).  
These efforts, while promising, are still rare. This gap is significant in terms of 
conducting meaningful outreach, let alone efforts of trying to get stakeholder input for 
research. To address this gap, two major issues need to be considered. The first is the 
nature of funding for outreach endeavors, the second is the need for more creative 
outreach programs the reach a wider audience. In describing the need for NSF to 
reconsider its funding for outreach, one stakeholder responded: 
 
The NSF says they are interested in public understanding of science Training 
scientists to become better communicators, and yet all the communication 
efforts are in really small boxes. A lot of the money is directed towards K-12,  
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and you have to already hold an NSF grant to get funding for informal 
education.  There is limited flexibility, and if they really wanted to train 
scientists, they'd be more flexible. 
 
This is an issue beyond the capacity of this thesis to resolve. It does highlight, 
however, a fundamental obstacle for knowledge translation in terms of trying to reach 
the appropriate audience. 
Even if the focus of outreach moves from children to stakeholders, identifying 
who those stakeholders are is not small feat. Knowledge translation efforts sometimes 
assume that the stakeholder population for a particular endeavor is clear. As one 
scientist noted in discussing working with stakeholders, this assumption could be 
problematic: 
 
We had a department meeting a while back and the Dean wanted to know from 
our department who our stakeholders were. And some of us said the potato 
growers and one of the basic scientists said NSF. 
 
This quote suggests that starting with the simple question of “who are your 
stakeholders?” will be instrumental in identifying who sets the priorities for research 
and to what extent those priorities involve (or might be changed to involve) 
knowledge translation.  
Even for those who view the NSF as the stakeholder, the call for outreach is 
increasingly clear. One scientist explained the growing emphasis on working with the 
public: 
 
Granting agencies are asking us to show that we are doing some outreach with 
the local community. So if you are writing a proposal for nanoscience work 
and you are needing funding for that, there is a likelihood that you may have to 
describe some outreach that you are involved in. Right now, they don't restrict 
the outreach to the particular science you are trying to do. Some form of effort 
on your part to go to the community and explain things to them and let them be 
part of what you are doing, it's enough. 
 
While requiring outreach activities in order to receive funding aids in incorporating  
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knowledge translation into the research cycle, the requirements for such efforts have a 
long way to go. As the quote above highlights, for most of the grants, as long as some 
form of outreach is required – well-constructed or not – it will suffice. As mentioned 
before, most general science outreach is one-way and primarily targets students. While 
many educational activities for children and teachers have emerged out of this, 
outreach that has attempted to reach other audiences has been lacking in general. With 
the new requirements for outreach, scientists often contact CCE to serve as a vehicle 
for such efforts. Some interviewees responded that what the faculty thinks of as 
outreach does not relate in a meaningful way to the community or simply “does not 
make sense at all.” One role for knowledge translation is to aid in contextualizing 
these outreach efforts so that they fulfill the NSF’s requirement while also relating to 
the audience. 
Responsibility for Outreach 
One of the other challenges knowledge translation is likely to face is the extent 
to which scientists think it is their responsibility to help educate the public. While the 
following view was expressed by only one interviewee, it represents an important 
mindset with which knowledge translation may need to contend: 
 
I don’t feel that it is the responsibility of the scientists to get the members of 
the community to think for themselves. I was trying to introduce this idea 
earlier; it’s a little patronizing to imagine that by getting scientists to 
communicate with the community that that will somehow cause the 
community to understand things better. I doubt it very much. 
 
Other scientists are reluctant to engage in outreach because “we just want to do our 
research and don't want to be bothered.” Being aware of the existence of such 
perspectives will be important as an incentive to make a case for why knowledge 
translation can help a community understand things better and why scientists might be  
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an important component of that process. The awareness of this attitude might also 
spark some reflection within the knowledge translation community about defining the 
bounds of such efforts for increasing stakeholder understanding. 
While there is some reluctance surrounding outreach, there are also a number of 
scientists who are willing and wanting to check their work with stakeholders. One 
scientist commented, “If what I'm doing is stupid, tell me. I don’t want to waste my 
time or your tax dollars.” Another scientist focused on the importance of not waiting 
until the end of research to become engaged: 
 
The time to be engaged is before problems can appear so you build up some trust 
and some ability to communicate. Once there is a disaster there is no 
communication, there is just shouting at each other. 
 
In contrast to some scientists’ doubts about responsibility for communicating with the 
public, a number of other scientists emphasized outreach as part of their professional 
responsibility. The following scientist stressed that programs are trying to change how 
scientists interact with the public: 
 
I think that we are trying at CCMR through our educational outreach program 
not only to engage the public but to teach the students and post docs that 
engagement with the public is part of their professional responsibility.  
Improving Communication 
One area the scientists highlighted that they will need more help with if 
outreach is to be useful is their communication skills. One scientist noted that many 
scientists are not aware of their own abilities and shortcomings in discussing science 
with the public. One of the components of good science communication is connecting 
research to individuals’ lives. A number of the scientists recognized that this is an 
important aspect, but are at a bit of a loss for how to do it, particularly because they do 
not always know how discoveries will affect people: 
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I think that scientists have done a reasonably poor job of communicating to the 
public how the things that we have discovered in the past and how the things 
that we are discovering now are going to affect their lives. [For] things that we 
are discovering right now, the tendency is to overhype it and make it sound 
like Fantastic Voyage, because we don’t know where things are going. When 
people invented the lasers, they could not have predicted that today we would 
have things like CD ROMs, so we don’t know what a lot of applications of 
these devices are.  
 
In addition to not knowing what the applications and impacts might be, a number of 
scientists are uncertain about how to communicate the information they do know. As 
the following scientist explained, many scientists are not confident in their ability to 
explain their work to a non-expert succinctly:  
 
I think that's harder to do than most people might imagine…. scientists are not 
very good at explaining in 20 seconds what they do to a nonspecialist person 
and how it might impact that person's life and doing it in a way that's 
realistic…. Because scientists get really excited about what they are doing, and 
they love to talk about it, and they rely on their background and training to 
understand some complicated technologies. But that’s not appropriate for 
communicating to the general public, right?  
 
This last quote addresses another important theme - the tendency for scientists, in 
many ways understandably, to be myopic about their work. This presents a problem 
for knowledge translation as it represents a disconnect between research and the 
context in which that research will ultimately be used. As one stakeholder noted: 
 
We come down from Cornell with all these little ideas, and we think it's the 
greatest thing in the world because we worked on it for 10 years. But 
[stakeholders want to know] is it going to keep me in business? 
 
Two of the participants from CCE highlighted another angle on the relevance of 
campus research to decision making by agricultural stakeholders. One stakeholder 
explained, “Farmers make a very small percentage of their decisions based on campus 
research.” Another stakeholder stressed that research is not helping agricultural 
stakeholders with their problems:  
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It is really a conceit on the part of Cornell that they think they are the solution 
to everyone's problems. For the most part people on a production technical 
level feel over served. How many new apples do we need? 
 
These combined views, particularly scientists’ frustrations with 
communicating and stakeholders’ feelings that the work is not relevant, are indicative 
of some of the challenges knowledge translation faces. They, however, highlight a 
potential role those interested in knowledge translation could play in helping some 
scientists communicate how (and if) their work is relevant to people’s lives thereby 
potentially addressing both scientist and stakeholder frustrations. 
Communicating Knowledge Translation Findings to Scientists 
One of the other communication issues is what to do with information 
knowledge translation researchers collect from stakeholders. Currently, not much of a 
formal mechanism exists to take the findings from knowledge translation activities, 
such as this one, back to the scientists. If one were developed, the next issue would be 
to what extent scientists would attend to those issues or ideas presented. In responding 
to how he considers public values in his work, one scientist explained: 
 
Scientists have their own moral compasses when they are doing work.  I would 
say because people's moral compasses are defined by the values of society, so 
already when they make decisions about science those values are already 
inherently in there. I think scientists for the most part are going to obey what 
they think is correct. They're not going to listen to certain segments of the 
population about what's moral or immoral. 
 
Ideally, knowledge translation would work so that stakeholders can learn from 
scientists and scientists from stakeholders. Most of the flow of information is still 
downstream, or from scientists to stakeholders. Efforts at directing feedback upstream 
will likely encounter a fair degree of resistance until stakeholders, public engagement  
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experts and concerned scientists can create convincing arguments for why stakeholder 
views are important to consider. Invoking the following considerations may lend some 
advantage to such arguments: democratic ideals of having an informed citizenry, the 
ethics of conducting publicly-funded research, NSF mandates, and the implications of 
public support on funding and regulation.  
NSE-specific Obstacles 
Most of the above issues highlighted by participants are emblematic of general 
problems between scientific and stakeholder communities. The issues below, however, 
are distinct to NSE as an emerging technology. One of the biggest challenges for 
talking about NSE, building capacity in stakeholder audiences, and proceeding with 
knowledge translation is the lack of a consistent definition for NSE other than one that 
refers only to the length scale. Next, trying to separate a broad term like 
“nanotechnology” from its myriad, distinct applications can be challenging for non-
experts. When it comes to discussing specific applications, many audiences want to 
know about its risks. This desire leads to two problems: (1) the difference between 
what scientists and stakeholders define as a risk and (2) the current lack of existing 
agricultural applications from NSE. As mentioned before, the public, in addition to 
wanting to know about what is safe, wants to know about the economic and social 
impacts as well. Most scientists I spoke with did not think about the social and 
economic side. If they did, they had little idea of what these impacts will be. Because 
this is not their area of training and because the application is not yet in existence, this 
tendency is largely understandable. This brings us to the second issue: the current 
availability of applications. As mentioned before, the line between myth and reality 
for NSE is blurry, and for agriculture, that line is no less clear. Most of the 
applications discussed – other than electronics – are at least 15 years away, if they are  
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able to be realized at all. This lag makes it hard for scientists to answer the questions 
stakeholders have about how the technology will impact them.  
The “potential” nature of NSE raises the larger issue of lack of tangibility. 
Without a tangible issue or application, the relevance of NSE to current and future 
stakeholders sharply decreases. Even for scientists who want to communicate about it, 
finding an audience that will take time to listen is more difficult. The intangibility 
presents a challenge for scientists to try to identify how the technology might be 
relevant and to avoid overstating the possibilities since it is still so distant.  
The next difficulty concerns whether the audience perceives that it has any 
control over what is going to happen with NSE. These perceptions can influence 
interest in the science and willingness to participate in outreach and knowledge 
translation work. A number of the stakeholders highlighted the disconnect between 
NSE and their work. Another stakeholder emphasized, “People don’t feel that they 
have much control because it is all up in the labs.” There is the potential that 
knowledge translation work could increase stakeholders’ sense of control as they are 
able to express concerns and contribute to the creation of materials. There is also the 
real need to consider the degree of influence stakeholders may be able to obtain via 
participating in knowledge translation. Just as scientists may want to exercise caution 
about hyping NSE, proponents of knowledge translation may want to avoid hyping the 
degree of control public engagement activities will afford stakeholders. Influencing 
the content of outreach materials is likely an achievable goal. Whether stakeholders 
are able to redirect research questions and applications remains to be seen. 
Finally, there are scientists who doubt that the public could contribute to or 
influence NSE work. This reservation emerges not only from a belief that the public 
knows too little about science to be influential but also from a view that the public is 
essentially powerless in light of the corporations who control the direction of the  
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science. Only one scientist offered this viewpoint, but it may be an important one to 
consider when trying to understand scientists’ involvement, or lack thereof, in 
knowledge translation activities: 
 
There is another implied idea in the structure of this discussion, and that is that 
the public can do something about the situation. And I sincerely doubt it….the 
combination of the economic structure and the technological structure of our 
society is that it is extremely unlikely that the public would be able to change 
the momentum or direction of nanoscience. 
 
The final challenge for knowledge translation research – to the extent that it aims to 
reshape research questions and inform applications – is assessing what power 
stakeholders actually have in accomplishing these goals. 
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION  
 
  This project attempted to address what role knowledge translation – or the 
process of connecting researchers with stakeholders who might one day use the 
research – might play for connecting scientists involved in NSE with agricultural 
stakeholders. Knowledge translation is an involved and resource-intense process. In 
some situations, however, it has the potential to build capacity in stakeholders, boost 
the utility of communications, address concerns scientists overlooked, and make 
applications more beneficial to stakeholders (Appendix E includes a detailed list of 
issues stakeholders would like NSE to address). To address the role for knowledge 
translation in this case study, I focused on four issues: (1) how scientists and 
stakeholders understood NSE, (2) how differences between scientists’ and agricultural 
stakeholders’ views of NSE would affect communication, (3)  the benefits and 
limitations of incorporating knowledge translation strategies in creating a NSE and 
agriculture brochure, and (4) what challenges lie ahead for knowledge translation as it 
relates broadly to emerging technologies and specifically to NSE. The sections that 
follow discuss the implications these four issues have on knowledge translation. 
Implications for Knowledge Translation and Emerging Technologies  
These results of these interviews revealed scientists involved in highly 
speculative research with unknown future potential. The agricultural stakeholders 
were largely unaware of NSE, and some were unconvinced of its relevancy to them. 
Still, pockets of individuals existed within the agricultural stakeholder community 
(e.g., the New York State Advisory Council on Agriculture) that were actively seeking 
information about how NSE would impact agriculture. Though they wanted  
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information, the infrastructure to inform them about it was somewhat lacking. These 
interviews reveal several critical issues that will be relevant to improving the strategy 
for knowledge translation as it relates to emerging technologies and NSE. The list 
below provides an overview of such issues. Each will be described in detail in the 
sections that follow: 
•  Difference between involving stakeholders in communication about research 
and allowing them to shape research 
•  Need for the creation of a multidisciplinary advisory group for NSE 
•  Need for outreach efforts that reach stakeholder audiences 
•  Importance of identifying early adopters 
•  Challenges of communicating about an unknown risk versus communicating 
about a known risk  
•  Strategies for addressing uncertainty in emerging technologies and NSE 
Nature of Contribution to Research 
The first issue in knowledge translation and emerging technologies is that a 
substantial difference exists between informing stakeholders about research (which is 
one part of knowledge translation) and allowing them to shape the research process 
(e.g., upstream engagement, forming research questions). Being clear on which of 
these two phases the knowledge translation efforts address is important for attending 
to both audience and researcher expectations. Communicating about an emerging 
technology requires substantially less coordination than enabling stakeholders to have 
some impact on the research process, applications, etc.  
For an emerging technology such as NSE, perhaps working first to inform the 
audience of research findings and involving stakeholders to make sure those findings 
are communicated in an accessible format is a logical place to begin knowledge  
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translation work. The alternative of involving stakeholders at the outset in shaping the 
research questions when they know little about the research is likely to be problematic 
in the absence of existing ties between stakeholders and researchers. Endeavors of 
involving stakeholders in contextualizing outreach and communication can allow for 
actual contribution, whereas trying to shape the research when there is little 
understanding or little controversy is perhaps premature. More importantly, involving 
stakeholders in contextualization of findings or in the creation of informational 
material builds relationships between researchers and the stakeholder audience. 
Through these interactions, the relevancy of the research to the stakeholder can be 
established and potentially enhanced. Further, this kind of interaction could better 
inform the researchers of the stakeholders’ needs, thus creating a framework for later 
involving the stakeholder in shaping the research, forming the research questions, etc. 
This approach is also likely to be more symbiotic and agreeable to both parties given 
that some scientists fear an irrational, adversarial public and that many stakeholders 
are currently uncertain of what NSE is, how it relates to them, or how they can 
contribute. 
Need for Multidisciplinary Organizing Body  
If the knowledge translation goal, however, is the more ambitious one of 
affecting the research process by involving stakeholders as early as possible, the 
importance of an advisory group that brings together experts from the social sciences, 
outreach, agriculture and the physical and biological sciences cannot be understated. 
Such an organizing body would form the necessary foundation to be thoughtful about 
science and its technological, social, economic and ethical impacts. It is unrealistic to 
expect scientists, even the ones who want to be heavily involved in outreach, to be 
able to offer expert insight into, for example, the economic impacts of a nanosensor  
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for a grape grower in Upstate New York when that person is trained neither in 
economics nor in agricultural management.  
One of the major issues for NSE and agriculture is the difference between what 
scientists want to communicate and what stakeholders want to know about NSE. An 
advisory group could help bridge that gap. It could help give scientists insight into the 
context in which some of their research might be used. It could help NSE nonexperts 
understand what NSE is and is not capable of accomplishing. It is a reality of 
academic work that research is highly fragmented, and the tendency to have research 
conversations with people outside of one’s field is limited. Forming an advisory panel 
so that scientists developing nanosensors can talk with professors in Horticulture, 
Applied Economics and Management and Communication among others, for example, 
will be critical for understanding the specifics of the science and incorporating 
stakeholder knowledge. As previously noted, this type of “nanoliteracy” program has 
begun at other universities (Toumey & Baird, 2006) and their efforts could serve as a 
model for Cornell. This campaign aims to bring together researchers from engineering, 
natural sciences, humanities, social science and the public to create a nanoliteracy that 
incorporates the many different perspectives of the individuals involved. The resulting 
education and interaction could also be an important starting point for building 
capacity so that members and stakeholders might have the necessary foundation to 
shape policy. 
New Outreach Model 
These interviews also revealed that the existing methods for outreach, as many 
faculty members conduct it, is not very helpful for informing stakeholders about 
emerging technologies. Again, most of the outreach targets students (K-12, 
undergraduate and graduate), but that is not how most stakeholders, particularly the  
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ones who will need to make decisions about NSE in the next few years, learn about 
new technologies. Identifying stakeholder groups and understanding how they get 
their information will be an important for refining outreach and communication 
efforts. For this study, many of the respondents indicated that they learned about NSE 
from NPR productions. Perhaps focusing more outreach on NPR productions could be 
a beneficial complement to the existing outreach efforts. 
In addition to audience identification issues, one of the major concerns 
stakeholders related about scientific outreach materials and efforts in general was that 
they often did not relate to the audience even if the proper one was identified. Perhaps 
the formation of the advisory panel mentioned above could aid in addressing this 
issue. By connecting scientists with stakeholders and outreach professionals, such a 
group could provide guidance on how to conduct effective knowledge translation 
activities. Since NSF mandates that outreach be a component of most new grants, 
creating an infrastructure that can develop more tailored outreach and help scientists 
be better communicators could enhance the utility of such requirements. 
Identifying Early Adopters 
To allocate time and resources most efficiently in knowledge translation for 
emerging technologies, it is important to identify those people who are already 
interested in communicating, both on the scientist and stakeholder side. Among 
scientists, the early adopters are those who are already interested in working with 
stakeholders, conducting outreach, and reflecting on the impact of their work. Among 
stakeholders, the early adopters are those interested in keeping up with new 
technology and how it will impact agriculture. The job of a knowledge translation 
researcher will be, in part, finding and matching those two groups. It is already an 
uphill battle to convince scientists that knowledge translation might be relevant to  
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their research. It is similarly difficult to convince stakeholders that NSE might be 
relevant to their lives. When knowledge translation activities are beginning, spending 
time on those resistant to participating is probably not the best expenditure of 
resources. Once a few inroads are made, asking questions such as “who else might be 
interested in this kind of project” may help researchers tap into a network of scientists 
and stakeholders with a mind towards outreach.  
Communicating about Immediate vs. Future Risk  
Finally, these interviews highlighted that models for communicating about a 
known risk or issue are not going to translate well to dealing with an unknown, future 
risk or issue. Part of the reason is that future risks lack the immediacy and concern of 
current risks. With current, known risks the concerned audience is often much more 
visible and vocal making proactive risk communication easier. Often, this audience 
issues a call to action or requests information. In other words, a clearer audience and 
need for risk communication exist in such situations. Stakeholders for a future issue 
might not even recognize themselves as stakeholders or perceive any risk. Since the 
potential impacts of NSE are largely unknown, it is difficult to identify the 
stakeholders and determine what the content and desired outcome of the risk message 
communication should be. One of knowledge translation’s jobs may be to conduct 
much of the legwork for more exploratory, proactive risk communication. These 
efforts might include endeavors similar to those of this project: identifying 
stakeholders, assessing what kind of issues might be of concern, and forming 
communication networks.   
Uncertainty in Emerging Technologies 
Because emerging technologies are just that – emerging, they are highly 
speculative and involve an incredible amount of uncertainty. As mentioned several  
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times before, the audience for NSE and agriculture has not been able to coalesce 
around a single issue because a tangible application is not yet available. Perhaps more 
than a single risk issue (such as Teflon in cooking pans) emerging technologies come 
with a large degree of “hype” and “fluff.” In other words, NSE’s status as an emerging 
technology puts a premium on being able to communicate about the uncertain nature 
of the field.  Stakeholder audiences typically do not do well with uncertainty and 
hearing scientists say “I don’t know” can raise a suspicion that scientists are not fully 
disclosing what they know (Nelkin, 1987). Yet, according to the interviews, some 
participants wanted scientists to admit that they do not know what all the applications 
or impacts will be. Some, in fact, immediately discredit scientists who say they know 
the future of agriculture. The tension creates an added hurdle for knowledge 
translation.  
Because of the uncertainty surrounding emerging technologies such as NSE, 
developing a definition, being able to describe its relevance (e.g., to not assume that it 
is relevant to all audiences) and communicating about the status of the science are 
important if knowledge translation is to proceed. Addressing the status of the science 
is one way to balance the uncertainty surrounding it. Many of the concerns about NSE 
both in the literature and from the interview participants had to do with whether 
anyone or any agency was regulating it. Apprising people of the regulatory process 
might both calm unnecessary suspicion but also highlight if there are, in fact, gaps in 
regulatory oversight.  
Finally, to effectively communicate about NSE, communicators will need to 
separate it from other emerging technologies that are also promising to revolutionize 
the world.  While most of the stakeholders did not define NSE and biotechnology as 
similar, a few did. When discussing the potential risks of NSE, however, stakeholders 
regularly mentioned biotechnology. This may be more of an indication of distrust and  
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anger generated by biotechnology that is spilling over into NSE than a confusion of 
the two. Nonetheless, it will be to scientists’ and knowledge translation researchers’ 
benefit to articulate how the two fields are different, and how, if at all, they are 
similar. 
Knowledge Translation and Land Grant Universities 
Discussions of knowledge translation and emerging technologies take on a 
slightly different tenor in land grant universities such as Cornell. This added weight is 
primarily due to the emphasis that research should “give back to the community” and 
the role extension plays in connecting farmers to campus research. A smaller 
component, but an important one to be aware of, is that extension efforts also operate 
in a world of limited resources and they have been experiencing budget and staffing 
cuts and some perceive NSE funding as exacerbating these cutbacks. When 
stakeholders contrast these cuts with the massive funding initiatives for NSE – 
initiatives that to many in CCE are not clear in their relevance to society, particularly 
agricultural components of society – the need for knowledge translation efforts might 
be particularly important. First, it is simply part of the mission of land grant institution 
to inform the surrounding agricultural community of how research may impact them. 
Second, knowledge translation could meet the demand for explaining how NSE is 
relevant to agriculture. Third, if after such efforts NSE stills suffers in terms of 
relevancy, then stakeholder recommendations could help eventually improve its 
utility.  
Valued Knowledge 
A research project on knowledge translation raises the issue of what 
knowledge counts as valid. The beginning of the answer is that what knowledge is 
valued is going to vary not only by individual but also by how one chooses to define  
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“value.”  Casting scientists and stakeholders into their respective camps and stating 
that each only values their peers’ knowledge is not an accurate reflection of the 
tension between different kinds of knowledge. In other words, not all scientists think 
the public and stakeholders are unable to contribute to science. Not all stakeholders 
think scientists are cold and brazen. Researchers who have a mind to think about 
broader implications will value that kind of knowledge, whether it comes from other 
scientists or stakeholders. Researchers who tend to work more closely with 
stakeholders and applied research are also more likely to value the expertise of their 
stakeholders than those further removed. Other scientists, often those in basic 
research, see little role for the public and that science will progress irrespective of 
pockets of concern. 
Though some researchers may value stakeholder knowledge, how they enact 
that view ranges considerably. Some simply state that outreach is important; others 
devise innovative ways to connect with a variety of stakeholders. A number of 
scientists valued outreach and science education that will contribute to the United 
States’ knowledge economy by educating students. Others valued outreach that would 
help adults be able to make decisions and understand how NSE would relate to them. 
Though they valued this type of information, they were often unsure of how to provide 
it.  Similarly, scientists can value stakeholder concerns, but they may or may not be 
able to incorporate such concerns into their research.  
In the same way, stakeholders who value contributing to a research process 
will be more likely to participate in efforts that seek their input. In this case, 
stakeholders who are suspicious of Cornell’s outreach intents (e.g. in that outreach is 
only a thinly veiled effort at trying to get more funding) or unconvinced that campus 
research gives back to a broader public might be less interested in acquiring the 
knowledge that Cornell has to offer. In terms of outreach, stakeholders value  
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information that relates directly to them. They are not as interested in material or 
knowledge that explains the details of the science. Finally, stakeholders, particularly at 
a land grant institution, value knowledge that contributes back to society. While a 
number of scientists value that deeply as well, the interest in research serving the 
public good was more salient in the agricultural stakeholders. 
The issues above address the role relevance and credibility play in making 
knowledge valuable.  Some stakeholders had concerns about whether or not scientists 
were credible enough sources to evaluate the social and economic impacts of 
technology. Future research that identifies what traits make an individual credible to 
discuss such issues will help facilitate knowledge translation. Similarly, determining 
what characteristics make stakeholder knowledge a relevant and credible source of 
information for scientists will be an important objective for future knowledge 
translation work.  Certainly, stakeholder input has a long way to go before it is both 
valued and incorporated into research initiatives. As mentioned before, it lacks a 
mechanism to reach scientists and is weighted by some scientists’ fears that public 
concerns can only derail science.  However, the more that research funding and 
success depends on useful applications, outreach and stakeholder satisfaction, the 
more such knowledge will be visibly valued.  
Limitations 
The primary limitation of this project was that I alone conducted the interviews 
and thematic analysis. While this aided in the cohesiveness of the project, it did 
preclude cross checking the themes, though conversations during the Public 
Participation in Nanotechnology Workshop and discussion with the New York State 
Advisory Council on Agriculture corroborated many of the themes and findings.  Had 
I unlimited time, I would have liked to have a partner in the research to conduct the  
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interviews with me, devise the coding scheme, construct the brochures and code the 
interviews to further facilitate the reliability of the data. For example, most of the 
interviews digressed at some point from predetermined questions. Having a 
collaborator with either a background in NSE or a background in the social 
construction of science could have aided in pursuing themes that I overlooked. 
As the interviews generated nearly 400 pages of text, having a collaborator 
assist with coding would make the process more thorough and help reduce the chance 
that a quote was misinterpreted. Though I remain confident that I did not ignore major 
themes, I may have misassigned a theme or missed a nuance based on my 
interpretation. Finally, for the construction of the brochure, working with someone 
trained in publication production (either my initial collaborator or someone else) could 
help to address some of the initial wordiness and relevancy issues. A collaborator 
familiar with the research could have also been valuable for deciding what content I 
should present at what angle in the brochure. To help maintain neutrality, I submitted 
the brochures for stakeholder and scientist input and incorporated as many of their 
suggestions as possible.  
Interviews vs. Focus Groups 
The initial invitations for the stakeholders asked them to attend one of six two-
hour focus groups. As this option received only two responses, I revised the invitation 
to arrange for individual interviews and resent the emails. The initial inconvenience of 
the focus group could have dissuaded recipients and caused them to ignore the revised 
email. Had I pursued only the focus groups, it is likely that my participation rates 
would have been quite low since I was not yet able to articulate how this project might 
be relevant to them. The potential benefit of focus groups would have been to have  
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stakeholders debate different views with one another. Secondly, having focus group 
and interview data would have helped to triangulate some of the views presented. 
My belief, however, is that relying solely on focus groups for an emerging 
technology such as NSE, particularly because stakeholders know little if anything 
about the technology, is not the best use of research time. The switch to the interview 
framework at this stage of the project was likely advantageous if for no other reason 
than I had people to interview.  Additionally, when the majority of focus group 
participants are unfamiliar with the topic at hand, there would be a tendency for 
participants to defer to those who did know about some aspect of the topic and let 
them speak. That inclination would have prevented me from figuring why some 
people were not interested.  
During the interviews, I was able to probe individual philosophies with each 
participant that might have been lost in a focus group due to size and time limitations. 
Some of the feedback was controversial or antagonistic towards Cornell. I view this as 
valuable information, and a focus group setting, particularly because it could have 
placed adversaries in the same room, may not have revealed such information. I also 
was able to have stakeholders respond to viewpoints other stakeholders presented in 
earlier conversations. While I selected the topics and was not able to go back to the 
first stakeholders and ask them to respond to later stakeholders, the interviews did not 
preclude challenging ideas others presented. 
For later rounds of this project, now that I am more familiar with the 
stakeholder audience and can better communicate the relevancy of the project, focus 
groups could, in fact, be quite valuable. The focus groups that would have been 
interesting, though perhaps also challenging to coordinate, are those that would gather 
the scientists involved in agricultural NSE research with stakeholders and have them 
discuss issues such as risks and applications.  
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Participation 
 In terms of the people who participated in the interviews, it was, to some 
degree, a self-selected population. Those who participated likely already had a 
stronger inclination towards outreach and science communication. I did receive a large 
range of views about outreach, but to what extent that captures the full spectrum of 
opinions is difficult to assess. Some of the more prominent NSE scientists conducting 
agricultural research simply did not participate in the interviews. This absence meant 
that information on agricultural applications and the associated communication and 
research networks was limited. If I were to redo this project, I would have been more 
aggressive in recruiting these researchers. Additionally, for the stakeholder interviews, 
I relied heavily on the recommendations of others for recruiting participants. While 
this method of snowball sampling is an accepted one for research, it does present the 
possibility that I spoke with people who primarily focused on a particular collection of 
issues – such as small farm viability or agricultural economics. Had time and 
resources been unlimited, I would have simply allowed more time to find agricultural 
stakeholders and been more persistent in tapping into the various networks. 
The other major limitation is that all participants are Cornell affiliates. Largely 
this meant that determining what role Cornell played in shaping their views was 
difficult, as I did not have a non-Cornell interviewee for comparison. This affiliation 
makes the findings of this study more Cornell-specific, though still not generalizable 
to all of Cornell. The interviews did not include industry leaders, policy makers, or 
stakeholders unaffiliated with the university. Future research will benefit from 
reaching these populations.   
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Interview Order 
The final potential limitation was the order of the interviews. With the 
stakeholders interviewed after the experts, four issues arose. The first is a perception 
that their opinions were of secondary importance, a view that is antithetical to 
knowledge translation research. Secondly, because one of the purposes of the 
interviews was to evaluate the brochure based on the expert model, deciphering 
whether the strong reactions to NSE were because of the science itself or how it was 
presented in the brochure (as it lacked any stakeholder perspective at that time) was 
difficult.  Finally, the stakeholders presented a number of ideas that would have been 
interesting to go back and discuss with the scientists. These issues are as follows: 
economic concerns, issues of NSE fitting in with the overall functioning of the farm, 
extent to which the technologies would benefit both small and large farms, and the 
role of research in a land grant institution. Had time allowed, these conversations 
would have greatly facilitated knowledge translation strategy by having a direct 
opportunity to connect scientists with stakeholder views. Along this line, I would have 
liked to conduct follow-up interviews with the scientists specifically about outreach. 
After having talked to the stakeholders to find out some of their suggestions for useful 
science communication and outreach, it would have been highly informative to talk to 
scientists about their reactions to those requests. Finally, because I interviewed 
scientists first, I asked them about what “the public” in general should know about 
NSE. Had the agricultural stakeholders been present in the research at that point, I 
would have liked to ask the scientists what those in agriculture should know about 
NSE to create a more direct link between scientist and stakeholder perceptions. It is 
likely, however, that the responses would not have been informative as many scientists 
did not see their research as relevant to agriculture.  
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Reflections on My Role in the Research 
As the sole researcher, my perspective necessarily influenced the results. In the 
following section, I describe how I influenced this research and the steps I took to 
remain as neutral as possible. During the interviews with the scientists, I was most 
aware of my influence. This awareness emerged for several reasons. The first was 
structural: as mentioned before the interviews were not highly formulaic. I had preset 
questions, but nearly all the conversations digressed, making my ability to pick up new 
themes particularly important. The second way I influenced the results was my 
reaction to the interview dynamics. I am a female social scientist who has some 
background in chemistry and biology, but not in NSE. During the interviews, I was 
acutely aware of wanting to establish credibility not only for myself but also for the 
project. Eighty percent of the people I interviewed were male, and I felt the need to 
prove that I was competent female researcher able to understand technical language 
and that I was embarking upon a legitimate project. The concerns about legitimacy 
emerged from the “squishy” reputation social science research can sometimes have 
and from the indication a few scientists gave that they were doing this as a favor to 
one of the lead investigators on the larger project.  
These reflections serve to highlight that I was not entering these interviews as a 
blank slate. To maintain neutrality, I did my best to ask similar questions of all 
participants and remain equally willing to pursue a variety of digressions. In 
constructing the brochure that followed from these interviews, the major way I 
influenced subsequent stakeholder reaction was by assuming that a legitimate 
brochure about science needed to look “science-y.” In other words, I thought having 
pictures of all sorts of nanoparticles and nanostructures would make it more valid. As 
the stakeholders’ responses indicated, I was wrong.   
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I did not feel this same pressure to establish credibility with the agricultural 
stakeholders. This reaction was not because I viewed their views as less important or 
their expertise as less valuable. Rather, many seemed more welcoming and interested 
in the project. I also did not enter into these interviews with the assumption that the 
agricultural stakeholders were as suspicious of social science research. Finally, as a 
number of the stakeholders were already involved in outreach, I perceived that they 
were perhaps “on my side” more than the scientists were. This perception had two 
consequences. First, I was more comfortable in the interviews, and there is a small 
chance that the stakeholders could have perceived that comfort as informality. It is 
more likely, however, that this comfort helped to generate more thoughtful 
conversation. Second, not as many challenges to knowledge translation/outreach 
activities arose in those conversations (e.g., no one questioned whether outreach was 
valuable). At that point in the thesis research, I was more of a cheerleader for 
knowledge translation than I was at the conclusion of the project. Had I to do it over, I 
would have asked the stakeholders more about shortcomings of their outreach 
endeavors. To maintain neutrality, I again did my best to pursue a variety of 
digressions and show equal interest in the participants. Since the emotion ranged a bit 
more in these interviews, I also attempted to check extreme reflections with other 
participants.  
For both the agricultural and science interviews, I knew I paid particular 
attention to any quotes that challenged the status quo or highlighted a controversy. As 
a result, I was more likely to pursue those comments in depth than others. To separate 
my perception of the prevalence of a viewpoint from its actual occurrence in the 
interviews, QDA Miner was invaluable. It helped me maintain neutrality by 
establishing which viewpoints were more widely held and which were outliers. The 
other way I aimed to achieve neutrality, particular in creating the brochures, was  
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through the knowledge translation process itself. In other words, I sought feedback 
from scientists and stakeholders and revised the brochure many times based on their 
suggestions. While the final editorial decisions were my own, their input balanced and 
sometimes reshaped my initial framing. Finally, in the drafting of the thesis and the 
creation of the brochures, I was willing to be wrong. In other words, in reviewing the 
interviews, I did my best to shed my preconceived notions about scientists’ attitudes 
towards the public (and vice versa) and the importance of knowledge translation. 
My interest in the project and willingness to accept criticism was likely a 
benefit. I believe I demonstrated enthusiasm and a sincere interest in my participants’ 
feedback. A possibility exists that that enthusiasm was off-putting, but most likely it 
helped to establish a positive rapport. This rapport was perhaps most evident when 
two of the stakeholders included and asked me to speak at the New York State 
Advisory Council on Agriculture meeting at Cornell. I was able to make several 
connections at this meeting that may prove useful as communication efforts about 
NSE and agriculture progress. 
Future Research 
The opportunities for future research for knowledge translation as a process by 
itself or for knowledge translation in conjunction with emerging technologies abound. 
One of the major areas for research is how to create a mechanism so that feedback 
from stakeholders can reach scientists. One of the goals with involving knowledge 
translation and social science in technologies such as NSE is to ensure that important 
questions get asked early on (Scott & Chen, 2003). The issue becomes what to do with 
those answers. Future research could begin to address how feedback can flow 
upstream.  
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Another area of research would be to talk more specifically with scientists 
about what kind of incentives and support would be necessary to conduct outreach 
with audiences other than the K-12 population. Along those lines, researching the 
mission of organizations such as the NSF and American Chemical Society to 
understand how they value outreach and how they may serve as more centralized 
sources of knowledge translation would be beneficial. To better reach stakeholders, 
future research needs to examine seriously the potential for the NSF to broaden the 
funding opportunities for informal science education.  
Learning about what evidence and outcomes, if any, would convince both 
scientists and stakeholders that participating in well-formulated, relevant and 
appropriate knowledge translation activities would be a worthwhile endeavor is also 
critical. Knowledge translation advocates say that such processes help avoid conflicts, 
make sure that research is appropriately contextualized, and aid in developing more 
useful applications (CIHR, 2005; Jacobson et al., 2003; NCDDR, 2005). The more 
knowledge translation proponents can demonstrate that such efforts are worthwhile 
(and the more honest they can be when such efforts are not), the more credibility the 
process will have. Finally, constructing a GEO-PIE-type information base for NSE 
would be a useful endeavor as more stakeholders become aware of NSE and need a 
source of information that includes a variety of perspectives. 
Conclusions 
Much research has emphasized need for outreach and working with 
stakeholders without looking into the specifics of the challenges such endeavors entail. 
Context of use is an important theme for applying NSE to agriculture (e.g., the 
importance of understanding how a technology will work in a particular agricultural 
setting). Context of use is also critical when trying to incorporate knowledge  
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translation into the scientific research process. These interviews revealed that there is a 
need for knowledge translation. Part of that need, however, is for such activities to be 
thoroughly considered and appropriately timed. Similarly, researchers need to be 
aware of the costs and time these endeavors will require. Not all public engagement 
work is useful or worth the expense. Dr. Kathy Hudson, Director of the Genetics and 
Public Policy Center at Johns Hopkins, highlighted this point in her presentation at the 
Public Participation in Nanotechnology Workshop, “Public engagement is expensive. 
Is the juice worth the squeeze?” (PPNW, 2006).   
Along the lines of tempering some of the push for public engagement and 
NSE, public engagement and knowledge translation researchers should not assume 
there is a debate among stakeholders or the general public about NSE. Assuming that 
interest exists when it, in fact, does not is going to translate into wasted resources. 
Generating interest will be one of the major tasks for knowledge translation and NSE. 
One way to generate interest is through the potential stakeholders to influence some 
aspect of research, policy or communication. That said, one of the major issues to be 
aware of in deciding if knowledge translation is appropriate is if the stakeholder 
audience has a genuine opportunity for influence.  This research highlighted that one 
way an audience can have a genuine influence is in directing the content of a brochure. 
This is a small, but important step in involving stakeholders with an unfamiliar 
science. As such, this research brings researchers one step closer to more effectively 
conducting knowledge translation with NSE and agriculture as it details not only the 
science behind it, but also the attitudes on the research and associated outreach as 
well.  
These interviews made legitimate progress into a specific stakeholder 
populations’ view of NSE and may potentially encourage more such research. A 
number of researchers have called for social and ethical consideration of NSE;  
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research such as this is one way to answer that call. In addition to making headway in 
considering a range of social and the kinds of issues, this project forged important 
connections for future public engagement work with NSE and agriculture.  By 
embarking on this project, I accomplished the goals of creating a brochure with 
stakeholder input that would be appropriately contextualized for an agricultural 
audience. More importantly, by seeking their input I was able to involve individuals 
who previously knew very little about NSE and agriculture. These contacts are the 
beginning of a network for future knowledge translation work. They also could be 
highly valuable in generating interest among their peers. Establishing this kind of 
network with both scientists and stakeholders could prove invaluable as questions 
about or problems with NSE arise. 
This research also demonstrated that knowledge translation could be a valuable 
companion to risk communication, particularly to proactive risk communication about 
an emerging technology and its associated unknown risks. The absence of an 
immediate, tangible risk does not mean that people are not interested and that 
proactive risk communication is unnecessary. The absence does mean that finding 
interested audiences will take more time and that generating stakeholder conversations 
will require skillful attention to why the emerging technology is relevant.  One of the 
benefits of knowledge translation efforts is that they can unearth different perceptions 
of risk. As these perceptions emerge, risk communicators can work to address them 
and simultaneously build capacity in stakeholder audiences about the particular 
technology. In other words, knowledge translation can help to guide proactive risk 
communication.  
  Finally, this thesis began with questions of how to connect researchers and 
stakeholders in a manner that could accomplish the following goals: (1) ensure that 
scientific research is effectively and ethically produced and applied, (2) create an  
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increasingly informed citizenry, (3) provide a mechanism for incorporating valuable 
input and knowledge from stakeholder groups, and (4) and allow science to progress 
without being unnecessarily hindered. Knowledge translation cannot guarantee the 
realization of any of these. It may, however, be able to help. 
To address the first issue of effective and ethical research and applications, the 
interviews with stakeholders raised issues and concerns about NSE that the scientists 
did not articulate. If scientists and decision makers were to incorporate this feedback, 
it could make the applications more effective. To fully meet the above goal, however, 
these concerns still need a mechanism to reach the scientists and those making 
decision about the direction of NSE.  Nonetheless, these conversations play an 
important first step in ultimately addressing that goal, particularly in light of the 
interviews with the scientists that provided some opportunity, though minimal, for 
them to reflect on the potential impact of their work.  
Secondly, knowledge translation may be able to play a particularly valuable 
role in creating an informed citizenry that is increasingly able to make educated 
decisions about science and technology. Pushing more information on people will 
likely not accomplish this goal. It may, however, be realized by involving stakeholders 
in the creation of information materials. First, the materials will be better 
contextualized making them more relevant and useful to the audience. More 
importantly, the process of involving stakeholder is in itself a mechanism to generate 
interest, awareness and capacity. As interest in science and technology continues to be 
low (NSF, 2006), this more personal approach may simply be a necessary component 
of outreach efforts.  
Third, knowledge translation provides an opportunity to incorporate 
stakeholder input. For knowledge translation, NSE and agriculture, the most beneficial 
means to accomplish this is to start at the end of the research cycle – such as  
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contextualizing informational materials and work back upstream once scientists and 
stakeholders establish rapport with one another. Overly ambitious knowledge 
translation approaches, such as trying to have stakeholders shape research questions 
when they know little about the technology will likely alienate knowledge translation 
researchers from both scientist and stakeholder groups and waste precious funding.  
The final goal is that of allowing science to progress without unnecessary 
hindrances. Knowledge translation possesses an enormous potential to hinder science 
– if it is done poorly. Using a process such as knowledge translation that creates a 
norm of stakeholder involvement, addresses risk and safety issues, and affords 
stakeholders some degree of control and voice may help it move forward more 
smoothly than it otherwise might.  The diffusion of such knowledge translation efforts 
will likely occur incrementally. It is a reality that knowledge translation proponents 
alone cannot catalyze the impetus for this kind of culture shift. It will require support 
(both philosophical and financial) from credible sources at the university, industry and 
national level that are aware of the benefits, limitations and costs of knowledge 
translation. Outreach mandates from the NSF on the necessity of outreach may begin 
to influence the culture and norms of scientific research. Fragmented efforts will likely 
not accomplish this, but the cumulative effect of thoughtful and appropriate 
knowledge translation activities may eventually mean that science might not just 
proceed, but proceed reflectively and sustainably. 
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APPENDIX A – EXPERT INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
 
1.  Can you briefly describe your background and research interests, and how 
nanotechnology or nanoscience might be a part of your work? Also, is any of your 
research related to food and agricultural systems? (This project is funded by the 
USDA.) 
 
2.  How much do you think most people in the general public already know about 
nanotechnology? And where do you think they are getting this information? 
 
3.  To what extent do you think the public’s understanding of nanotechnology is 
accurate? 
 
4.  What role do you think the media plays in perpetuating any of these 
perceptions/attitudes? Do the media generally do a good job of covering science 
and technology in general? What about nanotechnology in particular—do you 
think the media’s coverage of nanotechnology has been adequate?  
 
5.  In general, what (if anything) do you think the public should know about 
nanotechnology, and why is it important?  
 
6.  What do you think are some of the most important potential applications that 
might come from nanoscience and nanotechnology? Can you think of any that 
might be relevant to food and agricultural systems? 
 
7.  In your opinion, what are some of the greatest potential benefits of nanotechnology 
(to food and agricultural systems or otherwise)?  
 
8.  And what do you think are some of the greatest potential risks?  
 
9.  To what extent do you think that scientists do, or perhaps should, consider public 
values when conducting their research?  
 
10. What do you consider the greatest risk to public acceptance and/or support of 
nanoscale science and engineering? (Are people focused on scary sci-fi scenarios 
like grey goo, or is there a more informed debate—worried about issues of trust in 
government and corporations, or nano divide and toxicity of nanoparticles, etc.?) 
 
11. Do you think these public concerns are valid, or are they based on a false 
understanding of the science? 
 
12. Do you think past issues with technologies like GM foods and nuclear power are 
influencing people’s perceptions of nanotechnology? 
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13. How would you suggest clearing up these perceptions? (More information, 
creating trust in institutions and science and business, engaging the public and 
involving them in decision-making?) 
 
14. Do you have any interesting images or informational materials available that we 
can use on our web site, in other informational materials, or for our meeting? 
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APPENDIX B – BROCHURE USED IN INTERVIEWS 
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APPENDIX C – STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
 
1.  Tell me about your work/research. 
 
2.  How do you connect Cornell and the surrounding agricultural community? 
 
3.  What are some of the biggest challenges those in the farming community face? 
 
4.  How do you and the people you work with keep up with technology that could 
be useful in agriculture? 
 
5.  What kind of help, if any, are farmers looking for from the scientific 
community? Are their major concerns financial? 
 
6.  Is there anything you or your farming contacts want scientists to know about? 
 
7.  Have you heard of nanoscience before? If so, what have you heard? Where did 
you hear this from? Was the information useful or relevant? 
 
8.  Do you know of nanoscience’s connection to agriculture? 
 
9.  What would you like to know about nanoscience? 
 
10. What risks do you think there are or what are you concerned about? 
 
11. What benefits do you think there might be? 
 
12. Are there misconceptions the scientific community has about farming or 
agriculture? 
 
13. What would make the brochure capture the attention of someone not familiar 
with nanoscience and encourage them to read on? 
 
14. What categories would you like to see included? 
 
15. What works well in the brochure? 
 
16. Are there aspects of the brochure that are unclear? 
 
17. Do the issues included in the brochure seem to connect to issues the farmers 
you work with face?  
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APPENDIX D – FINAL DRAFT OF BROCHURE 
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APPENDIX E – CHALLENGES STAKEHOLDERS IDENTIFIED 
 
One of the other major components of the interviews was talking with the 
interviewees about challenges the agricultural community faces. The hope is that these 
needs might be able to inform the direction of some of the research and/or connect 
existing NSE capabilities with these needs. Some NSE researchers have begun to 
outline applications that might assist agriculture. The applications include the potential 
to:  
•  assist in identity preservation through the use of biodegradable sensors that 
can track farm of origin, what processes the product has been exposed to, 
and how it has been shipped and stored;  
•  improve animal health through smart drug delivery with nanoparticles that 
can be time controlled and spatially targeted to go to specific organs and 
tissues;  
•  identify pathogens and epidemics before they spread to livestock; identify 
spoiled or contaminated food and improve food safety through 
nanoparticles that can identify contaminants in feed and food supply 
chains;  
•  reduce animal waste through nanobioprocessing; decrease fertilizer use by 
monitoring plant absorption and nutrient levels;  
•  aid in animal breeding by using nanotubes to accurately detect estrus; 
improve food packaging and increase shelf life through materials that are 
more heat resistant and antimicrobial;   
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•  and assist in environmental cleanup  from agricultural runoff by using 
nanoparticles that bind to contaminants (Joseph & Morrison, 2006; Scott, 
2005, 2006; Scott & Chen, 2003).  
Interviewees stated that the identity preservation and scouting technologies 
would be useful. They also had their own list of issues they need help with and 
perhaps NSE can address some of these. The following issues arose as some of the 
most pressing for the agriculture industry:  
•  decrease odor from farm practices,  
•  help farmers be good neighbors by enabling them to reach environmental 
milestones in waste management and water quality,  
•  turn agricultural waste into a valuable resource, achieve more targeted 
fertilizer and pesticide use,  
•  economically detect ethylene production in post-harvest storage, produce 
heifer calves instead of bull calves,  
•  decrease pesticide costs, prevent lagoon breaks in the dairy industry,  
•  increase resistance to drought, bugs and fungus,  
•  reduce use of needles for vaccination, and  
•  increase speed and accuracy of scouting for a disease. 
The following agricultural stakeholder had two recommendations for NSE 
applications. First, he focused on reducing farm odor as a beneficial and lucrative 
application of NSE:  
If you can use nanotechnology to reduce farm odors, you could make a 
kazillion dollars. End. Of. Story. If nanotechnology could reduce the manure 
odors, you would have no problem making that available to farmers. They will 
kill each other to be the first in line. 
 
Second, he focused on the role NSE could play in helping to address some of the 
issues for which farming operations are often criticized:  
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If there is anything that nanotechnology can do for ag, it is helping with PR 
problems around vaccination, pesticide use, and migrant labor….Any farmer 
will tell you the way they are perceived by the public concerns them more than 
anything else. They can handle what happens on their farm, but the PR all 
happens off farm and they can't control that and it drives them nuts. 
 
This second quote provides important insight into how NSE scientists and knowledge 
translation researchers could make NSE relevant to agricultural stakeholders. If two-
way communication and knowledge translation efforts become increasingly a part of 
NSE and agriculture, perhaps NSE research can address some of the issues that 
stakeholders identify.  
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APPENDIX F – PRACTICAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
During the interviews, both the scientists and agricultural stakeholders had 
recommendations for how to best proceed with outreach activities. Some of these 
apply generally to scientists working with the public, while others are specific to NSE.  
The list below provides an overview of the recommendations. Each will be described 
in the sections that follow: 
•  Connect NSE to problems farmers have 
•  Be transparent about risks 
•  Develop Discovery Channel programming and encourage scientists to 
write newspaper columns 
•  Involve organizations such as the American Chemical Society, American 
Physical Society, and National Academy of Sciences in outreach 
coordination 
•  Create industry-specific outreach materials for NSE and agriculture 
•  Develop a website for NSE similar to the GEO-PIE website  
•  Facilitate meetings between agricultural researchers and NSE researchers 
•  Work with existing agricultural communication networks 
 
Relevancy and Risk Communication 
As previously highlighted, the largest confounding force for communication 
about NSE and agriculture is to what extent it appears relevant to stakeholders. The 
more any outreach material or effort can relate to stakeholder needs, the more credible 
and useful it will be. Specifically, the more NSE can address how it will fit in with the 
overall operation of the farm and how it relates to waste management, pesticide and  
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fertilizer use, and water quality, the more relevant the science will appear. A CCE 
educator recommended that any NSE and agriculture outreach materials should 
address the following questions: 
 
How will this make you a good guy in the community? There is a real sense 
that agriculture is doing all this stuff that people hate you for.   How will this 
improve quality of life?  Here is a capacity we have, what do you think is a 
problem that this might apply to that you have? 
 
To gain credibility in terms of risk communication, stakeholders wanted the 
information to be as honest and upfront as possible. A CCE educator offered the 
following advice for how risk should be communicated in outreach materials: 
 
It might be better framed as ‘Here's what we know. Here's what we don't 
know.’ Come right out and say it – ‘We don't know if this could be a potential 
cancer risk. We don't know. It will be tested, but right now we just don't 
know.’ People want that kind of info. Be honest with us. We can handle it. 
 
Incorporating these two recommendations into future efforts will likely make the time 
spent on such productions much more fruitful.  
Programming and Communication Recommendations 
Scientists had a number of opinions on how to conduct NSE outreach with the 
public. Some scientists stressed that the best way to reach the public was going to be 
through Discovery Channel programming and having scientists write for local 
newspapers. The following scientist emphasized that there is nothing unprofessional 
about scientists writing for a local newspaper, but that they may need some assistance: 
 
…the scientists may have to begin to write columns for the general public.  
There is nothing wrong with a scientist practicing nanoscience writing a 
column on nanoscience and explaining it to the public so that at least people 
will get an idea that there is a misconception. But that is very hard to do.  We 
are notorious for not finding the right words for telling people the right words 
so that they can understand them. 
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Another scientist suggested that Cornell create an office whose sole responsibility was 
connecting the public with research. Two of the scientists interviewed emphasized the 
role that their member organizations such could play in helping to increase outreach 
activities: 
…we also have scientific organizations that we all belong to. They also owe it 
to the public to begin to explain things to them. Organizations like the 
American Chemical Society should be able to do a very good job in 
communicating things to the public. 
 
By working with scientific member organizations, there is the potential to reach a 
broader audience, access financial support for such activities, and incorporate outreach 
more into the culture of science. 
In terms of providing resources for CCE educators, the more the publications 
can relate to a specific industry (i.e. apples, grapes, dairy, etc.), the more useful they 
will be. One educator recommended that NSE outreach experts develop something 
like the GEO-PIE (Genetically Engineering Organisms - Public Issues Education) web 
site that Cornell constructed: 
 
From an educator's point of view, one of the things I've found to be most 
helpful is a Q and A approach. People don't know what questions to ask about 
nanotechnology. They won't ask questions because they don't know what to 
ask. And so one of the strengths of GEOPIE is that it is question-based, which 
is great. It asked a question that I didn't think to ask. 
 
Finally, if the goal is to form active partnerships between researchers in different 
disciplines, a number of stakeholders argued that the only way for that to happen is to 
have researchers from NSE and agriculture meet and talk with one another. 
Existing Agricultural Communication Networks 
In terms of conducting NSE and agriculture-specific outreach, one of the 
biggest recommendations was to get in touch with existing communication networks  
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and member organizations. Cornell’s Community Food and Agriculture Program 
(CFAP) and County Extension educators will be invaluable resources for future NSE 
and agriculture communication (other resources are listed in Appendix G). For 
meeting agricultural stakeholders, interviewees suggested the following approaches:  
•  contacting the NYS Advisory Council on Agriculture,  
•  attending Farm Bureau meetings,  
•  contacting the Northeast Sustainable Agriculture Working Group, and 
•  attending trade shows, Field Crop Dealer meetings and the annual 
Horticulture Conference. 
In the winter, farmers attend a Winter Crop Meeting where they discuss new 
technology that might not be farm-ready. This may be a particularly valuable site for 
recruiting and involving stakeholders to discuss emerging technologies. If trying to 
recruit individuals for interviews, focus groups or public meetings, then publishing 
requests in the trade journals like Fruit Grower, Greenhouse Grower, and Hoard’s 
Dairyman will reach a wide audience.   
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 APPENDIX G – LISTSERVE INFORMATION FOR AGRICULTURAL 
STAKEHOLDERS 
 
CCE-STAFF-
NYSACAA-L  
For communication 
among members of 
the New York State 
Association of 
County Agricultural 
Agents 
(NYSACAA). 
CCE-STAFF-
NYSACAA-
L@cornell.edu  
Steve Hadcock 
seh11@cornell.edu 
CCE-STAFF-
PRO-DAIRY-L  
   CCE-STAFF-PRO-
DAIRY-
L@cornell.edu  
Karen Holcomb 
klh11@cornell.edu 
CCE-STAFF-
VEGETABLES-
L  
Facilitates 
communication 
among faculty and 
field staff who work 
with vegetables. 
Allows easy sharing 
of newsletter 
articles. 
CCE-STAFF-
VEGETABLES-
L@cornell.edu  
Abby Seaman 
ajs32@cornell.edu 
CCE-STAFF-
AG-LDRS-L  
This list 
communicates with 
the issue or program 
leaders in each 
county with 
responsibilities in 
agriculture. 
CCE-STAFF-AG-
LDRS-L@cornell.edu  
Marva Francis 
mdf9@cornell.edu 
CCE-
FIELDCROPS-L  
Open to CCE 
educators, faculty 
and those outside the 
extension system 
that have field crop 
interest and 
responsibilities. 
CCE-FIELDCROPS-
L@cornell.edu  
Pam Kline 
pak1@cornell.edu  
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